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Correction
Letter by Dean Cosgrove

The reality of rape
LeAnna Plough
Special to the VISTA

The VISTA wishes to apologize
for the innaccuracies contained in
USD is not always the sancthe April 21 edititon, "The USD
!
tuary
it appears to be. Living
artists' noose." Corrections to the
atop
the
hill does not make
article are contained in a letter to
students
immune
to the possithe VISTA by Associate Dean of
Student Affairs Thomas Cosgrove. ! bility of rape.
One out of four women who
The letter follows below.
I am writing in response to the
article, 'The USD Artists'
Noose," which appeared on the
front page of the April 21, 1994
issue of the VISTA and to the
egregious distortion of the facts
therein.
The article states, "Organizers
Allison Dalley and Amy Driscoll
expressed immense frustration at
the resistance they received from
the head of the Fine Arts Depart
ment, Terri Whitcomb, about the
showing." The writer goes on to
say ... "Driscoll and Dalley claim
they literally had to fight
Whitcomb to present the annual
art exhibit in Aromas."
Having been directly consulted by
the students several times
regarding this project, I'd like to
set this record straight. These are
the facts:
1. Terry Whiteombisnotthe Chair
man of the Fine Arts Department.

see CORRECTION on page 3

attend college is likely to be a
victim of some type of rape
before her college career ends.
Contrary to popular belief,rape
does occur on USD's campus.
This is a story of one woman's
experience as a freshman. Al
though she wishes to remain
anonymous, she wants to share
her story with the goal of in
creasing awareness in theUSD
community about the reality of
rape on campus.
"I guess I should start by
saying, when you come as a
freshman the only thing you
think about is partying, begins
Susan, (not her real name.)
"You have all of these roman
tic ideas of college from TV or
movies that are just based on
partying all of the time. You
never really think about any
thing that is going to happen to
you, like bad things.
"So I guess in that way I was
a little bit naive about the types
of things that could happen.
"It was October of my fresh
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man year and I had just started
dating this guy, we'll just call him
Joe. He was in a fraternity and he
lived in the dogpatch with four
other guys. At the time girls from
my hall were dating his room
mates, so we would always party
togetherandstuff. Inthecourseof
two weeks or
so of being
together all
of the time
we got to
know all the
guys in the
house pretty
well
and
trusted each
other,
I
would think.
We never
talked about it or thought about it
consciously.
"So one weekend it was
Octoberfest or something, some
reason to party and we all went
over to their house to pre-party
because they were driving us to
the party. At the party Joe and I
got in a fight and I was really
upset. One of the guys I got to
know the most was one of his best
friends, John. John and I hung out
during the parly and he was com
forting me and he told me don't
worry you'll work it out later just
have a good time. So, I started
drinking some moreand got pretty
drunk. Afterwards, 1 went back to

the guys' house with John and
our friends. Joe stayed at the
parly.
"At the house we played
speed-quarters and I was los
ing, so I was getting more drunk
— to the point that it was three
in the morning and I started

One of a two-part VISTA series

throwing up because I was so
sick. I said,'you know I'm just
going to go home.' This was
also the time of the Clairemont
killer, so they're like you can't
just walk home because you're
going to be in a lot of danger.
My girlfriends were just going
to stay over and none of the
guys wanted to drive me home
because they were too drunk.
Even though it was just down
the street. So, John said why
don't you just go crash in my
bed and I'll crash on the couch.
"So, I did and pretty much

Internships
recognize an
invisible hand
Matt Klawitter
Staff Writer
The Community Assistance Program
at US D offers undergraduate and graduate
business students a chance to intern, par
ticipate in independent study or complete
class projects for business, non-profit and
government organizations.
Recently, Associate Professor Marc
Lampc received an allotment of money
from the Irvine Grant and created a new
addition to the program called Commu
nity Service Internship Awards.
Starting this academic summer and
through the academic year of 1995, 10
qualifying students will receive S300 for
an internship involved in the San Diego
community service.
Under this new program, internships
who help the community and involve cul
tural diversity will qualify for an award.
Examples of internship organizations that
qualify for this grant include Big Brothers
or Community Housing Agencies.
To qualify for the internship award,
several prerequisites must be fufilled.
Students must be a junior or senior, and
their major or minor has to be business
oriented.
The program allows students to do a
non-credit internship and still receive a
$300award. Inaddition,intern work must
be relevant to the student's previous class
work.
For instance, class skills can be applied

see RAPE on page 4

see INTERN on page 2

Business students win
big in Las Vegas
• Business
students bring
home first
place trophies
in Las Vegas
competition
Robin Murphy
Special to the VISTA

The weekend of April 4-6 proved
victorious for USD in the Interna
tional Collegiate Business Policy
Competition in Las Vegas. Under
graduate and graduate teams brought
home first place trophies in the com
petition that hosted 34 teams from
around the world.
This is the second year in a row for
the graduate teams to be champions.

Undergraduate team: (Clockwise) Jason McLellan, Joe Greco, Mike
Woore, Armin Everhard, Russ Bartley, Maynil Ramos, Chris
Snider, Becky Newson.
Not only did the graduate team win,
they also won first prize for their
written presentations including best
business plan and best annual re
ports.
The undergraduate team was
nominated for best business plan
among twcniy-ihrcc other competi

tors.
This year marks the thirtieth an
niversary of the Business Policy
Competition The competition is a
computersimulalion that places stu
dents in the role of top management

see VEGAS on page 3
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SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador—Conser
vative presidential candidate Armando
Calderon Sol soared to an overwhelming
win over his leftist competition, unofficial
returns showed.
Early unofficial returns broadcast on ra
dio stations from San Salvador and other
cities showed the ruling ARENA party can
didate with an advantage of roughly 2-lo-1.
Calderon Sol called on opposition candi
date Ruben Zamora and his leftist coalition,
dominated by ex-rebel commanders of the
Farabundo Marti National Liberation Front,
to concede defeat.

WASHINGTON — Rising interest rates are
a natural result of the expanding economy,
Labor Secretary Robert Reich said, empha
sizing that he was not concerned that higher
rates would choke off the recovery.
"There's a lot of demand for capital and
that does push up interest rates. Every time
the economy grows, that's the case," Reich
explained. Fear of inflation was not a pri
mary cause, he said on NBC's "Meet the
Press."
Since February, the Federal Reserve has
increased the interest that banks charge each
other three times in an effort to stave off
i inflation and economic overheating.

TOKYO—The lower house of the Japanese
parliament endorsed the ruling coalition's
choice of Tsutomu Hata for prime minister,
assuring him of the job.
A second vote was scheduled later in the
upper house, but the deliberative chamber
has no power to override a lower house
decision.
Hata takes over from Morihiro Hosokawa,
who resigned abruptly April 8 after contro
versy over his personal finances.
He stayed on as caretaker premier before
formally departing.

BOSTON—Leonard Goldcnson, the founder
of the American Broadcasting Cos., and his
wife Isabelle, are donating S60 million to
Harvard Medical School, the largest gift in
the school's 200-year history.
Dr. Daniel Tosteson, dean of Harvard
Medical School, said the Goldensons' gift
would underwrite research on neurological
diseases.
Goldenson, 88 and his wife, 81, began
their efforts to assist research on brain dam
age after their daughter was found as atoddler
to have cerebral palsy.
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LOS ANGELES — A man brandishing a
nail gun outside the Hollywood Palladium
was shot and killed by a police officer early
Sunday, authorities said.
The shooting occurred about 2:15 a.m. as
crowds left the Sunset Boulevard concert
and dancing venue after a salsa and mcrengue music show, said police Lt. John Dunkin.
The man was holding a gun designed for
driving nails into cement, said Dunkin.

LONG BEACH — A fishing boat with 123
Chinese nationals aboard remained under
Coast Guard escort off Mexico pending
word on where to take the suspected illegal
immigrants, an official said.
The 168-foot Taiwanese fishing vessel
Jin Yinn No. 1 was about 650 miles south
west of San Diego, said Chief Petty Officer
William Atkinson, a spokesman for the 11th
Coast Guard District headquarters.
The Jin Yinn No. 1 was boarded April 16
by the Coast Guard about 890 miles south
west of San Diego. It was found to be
carrying 102 male and 11 female passen
gers, all Chinese nationals, plus 10 crew
members.
-briefs compiled from newswire reports
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to an internship in fields such as accounting
or economics positions. Also, there arc a
wide range of internships available in all
areas of business including marketing, fi
nance, information systems, and human re
sources management.
Applying for an internship position is not
difficult. Interested students arc encouraged
to see the bulletin boards next to Olin Hall
116and 120 with all the updates, procedures,
and contact information.
Whether a student does the award program
or the other types of internships, working for
a company offers a valuable learning experi
ence.
Students have the opportunity to apply
knowledge from the classroom to a profes
sional work environment. "The future is
now"—internships can help one decide on a
career choice.

an education
goto
Simon Wilder.
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• CORRECTION
continued from page 1
She is Director of Institutional De
sign for the Universityand a profes
sor of Art History.
2. The original student request,
which came to me, was to utilize the
first floor hallway of Serra Hall for
the exhibit. Terry Whitcomb, who
is responsible for the decor in pub
lic areas of the University, and with
whom I subsequently spoke, ap
proved this request without hesita
tion.
3. When the number of submittals
for the art show was fewer than
anticipated, Kit Potter, Director of
Cultural Arts, approached Greg
Zackowski about the possibility of
having the smaller display pre
sented in Aromas. Greg offered
some suggestions as to how that
mighthappenand further suggested
that Kit talk to the manager of
Aromas and Rudy Spano, Director
of Dining Services. Both of these
administrators approved the re
quest.
4. Neither Allison Dalley or
Amy Driscoll ever talked to
Terry Whitcomb regarding the
exhibit.
5. Terry Whitcomb only became
aware of the exhibition when she
saw a poster announcing it after the
exhibit wasalready installed in Aro
mas.
Misrepresentation of facts is always
disturbing, particularly at an insti
tution of higher education. In this
instance, considering the person
being maligned, it is doubly dis
turbing.
Terry Whitcomb, as Director of In

stitutional Design, happens to be
the person who worked tirelessly
with Dining Services during the
entire Intersession on the renova
tion of Maher Dining Room into the
highly successful Aromas — a
project which was generated by stu
dent demand and which has since
been applauded by students,faculty
and staff alike.
Moreover, just two days prior to the
publication of the VISTA article,
Terry Whitcomb made a presenta
tion to a commiuee of students — a
three-dimensional rendering of aproposed renovation of The University
Center Grille, another project gener
ated at students'request. Students in
attendance were thrilled to sec their
abstract ideas take on color, form and
shape.
Research on both of these projects
represents countless hours of work
on Professor Whitcomb's part, work
which she added to her already long
list of institutional design projects. .
Professor Terry Whitcomb retired
from teaching this year. But you
probably should know that because
of her long-term reputation as a
brilliant and inspiring teacher, a
dedicated preceptor and a mentor
to many successful art graduates,
she is the second faculty member
in USD'S history to receive the
Davies Award for faculty achieve
ment.

Sincerely,

Thomas J. Cosgrove, Ed.D.
Associate Dean of Students and
Director of the Hahn University
Center

• VEGAS
continued from page 1

in simulated firms, thus giving them
an experience which emulates the
"business world".
The competition simulates
twenty quarters of business condi
tions where as many as sixty-five
decisions pertaining to almost ev
ery aspect of business are submitted
each week.
After ten weeks of running their
respective company all teams travel
to Las Vegas for the final competi
tion. In three days of intense com
petition and work, eleven quarters
are simulated and two presentations
arc given to professionals judges.
Individuals judging the competi
tion consisted of presidents and
C.E.O.'sof major com panics, many
of whom arc in the fortune 500.
The winners of the competition
were announced pt an elaborate
awards banquet held at the MGM
Grand Hotel. Graduate team mem
bers were Spyros Stavrinidcs (Presi
dent), Ecki Spaeth (VP Finance),
Driss Bcnabdallah (VP Domestic Op
erations), Robin Murphy (VP Do
mestic Marketing), Dominique
Rosenstrauch (VP International Mar
keting), and Mike Slater (VP Inter
national Operations).
Undergraduate team members were
Chris Snider (President), Jason
McLelian (VPFinance),Mike Woore
(VP Forecasting), Becky Newson
(VP Marketing), Russ Bartley (VP
Production), Maynil Ramos (VP of
Operations) and S upemumeraries
Joe Greco and Armin Everhard.
Dr. Don Mann was the coach for
both teams.

Realize the dream of
calling your own shots!
Our career will help you do just that. Our agents have
been recognized as "Top Sales Force" in a survey of sales
executives by Sales & Marketing Management
magazine.* And our top ratings by Moody's, Standard &
Poor's, A.M. Best and Duff & Phelps assure the financial
security that people look for at times like these. If you're
looking for a meaningful, rewarding career, call for a
confidential interview.

THE LOS ANGELES AGENCY
Northwestern Mutual Life Plaza
Sam Mann, Director of Recruitment
888 West Sixth Street
Los Angeles, California 90017
1-800-JOIN NML

'Stern
lutual Life®
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OIVM The N'onhwev

"Reprinted liy perniwsxm of Sties ami* Marketinjf Manafcntent Maprine
n Mutual Life Insurance C'.imipanv. .Milwaukee. M l. Reprinted hy pemussmn
M««l\'x. Standard »1c Pour's, Y.M. Best. Duff IV Phelps ami hmrtiin

Public Affairs
If you would like to include
your event in this box, send typed
information to: USD VISTA;
Attn: News Editor; 5998 Alcala
Park; San Diego, CA 921102492.
Please remember to include
time, date,place, purpose, event
title and some background on the
event. All submissions are due
two weeks prior to publication.
The USD VISTA reserves the right
to edit press releases for space
and clairity.

Crime just a
part of the
baggage
LeAnna Plough
Special to the VISTA
Glancing through the 1994
USD student handbook, a pro
spective student might be allured
by picturesque landscaping, spec
tacular views and smiling faces.
These air-brushed images give the
impression of complete security
in a serene environment. But the
handbook neglects to address the
harsh reality of the potential dan
ger of living in a big city.
The "Crime Awareness and
Campus Security" pamphlet pro
vides proof of existing crimes on
campus.
According to the 1993 pam
phlet the crime statistics reveal
that249 reported crimes occurred.
These crimes ranged from bur
glary to aggravated assault. There
was a slight increase last year in
the amount of reported crimes
compared to previous years.
This increase was due to the
soliciting of people to notify se
curity of campus crimes, Don
Johnson, Director of PublicSafety
said.
This sense of security is en
forced through resident hall meet
ings and brochures available to
new and continuing students.
Kathy Bruzzcse, resident di
rector for Camino-Founders, fo
cuses her hall meetings on current
crimes in the San Diego area,
trips to Tijuana and college par
ties.
Bruzzese herself is confronted
by the same potential problems
with which the freshman women
must contend, and she relies on
her knowledge of the area and
experience to instill safety precautions into many relatively naive students.
The Public Safety department
is dedicated to cri me and accident
prevention, hazard identification
and correction, public service and
rule enforcement.
USD's security deparunent is
continually changing and advanc
ing the existing systems and pro
cedures on campus.
For example, Public Safety is
currently testing new phone sys
tems thatare touch simulated, per
sonal alarm systems and vehicu
lar access control. Bob Brown,

assistant director, and Johnson feel
the best approach to security is
simply to be honest with students.
When a false sense of security is
presented individuals let down
their guard and crimes may oc
cur.
Brown, like Johnson, agrees that
USD is not crime- and violenceproof. It is vital to make students
aware of their surroundings and
prepare them to protect them
selves.
"They are adults now and it is
lime to take on some responsibil
ity," Johnson said.
For more information on secu
rity, Public Safely provides pam
phlets and short books on per
sonal security, drinking and driv
ing, campus safety and date rape.
These brochures arc available in
the Parking Services office.
College safely consists of more
than campus cops and RDs, it is
critical for students to get in
volved.
According to Bob Brown,"You
can't go through school without
it going through you."

This Week
at USD
Today
12:30 p.m. — "Tradition
and the Vanguard: Jewish
Culture in the Russian
Revolutionary Era," an
exhibition of works by
Marc Chagall, El
Lissitsky, Natan Altman,
and other renowned
Jewish-Russian artists, will
be on display in Founders
Gallery through May 13.
Gallery hours are Monday
through Friday 12:30 p.m.
to 4:30 p.m.
7 p.m. — Oscar-winning
film director Oliver Stone
will discuss "Making
Movies Meaningful" at a
special Associated Stu
dents assembly in the
Hahn University Center.
Saturday, April 30
8 p.m. — The USD
Community Choir and the
USD Choral Scholars will
perform the Anne Swanke
Memorial Concert in
Shiley Theatre.
Sunday, May 1
8 p.m. — A student
recital, featuring George
Ramirez on piano in
Shiley Theatre.
Wednesday, May 4
8 p.m. — Music Students
in recital in Shiley Theatre.
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Editors react to student VISTA poll
good for us. But I do not see the VISTA, as
one student said, as self-centered. We are
trying to focus on what the community will
want to read, to gain readership and intellec
tually broaden people's horizons. We need
"I think at times the VISTA can be a very people to become involved."
bad paper," said Tim Lang,chief Copy Editor
"Before I joined the VISTA, I used to be
of the VISTA. "At other times [the VISTA] one of the people that criticized this newspa
is very good. The quality varies from article per," Sports Editor Jeff Charles, a junior,
to article within the paper itself. [The VISTA] admitted. Now I understand why mistakes
is not going to improve dramatically unless are made. Each editor [at the VISTA] puts in
there is more student involvement."
at least 20 hours a week of their time. But
Lang is one of many editors of USD's each editor is also a student and the VISTA is
weekly publication, the VISTA. The VISTA not their only interest. Mistakes will happen.
editors were interviewed last week in re Things get by ... but it is our goal to not let
sponse to the results of an independent survey those things gel by."
of VISTA readers. While some people criti
Charles noted spe
cized and others commended the VISTA cific qualms the public
staff, theoverall feeling among readers is that has about the VISTA's
there is definitely room for improvement in Opinion section—that
of a three-part
it is "homophobic."
the newspaper.
While VISTA editors value the
"There is not any
community's feedback, they agree with partof our paper that is homophobic," Charles
some of the readers' opinions, disagree with said. "People tend to believe that the Opinion
others and express a general frustration with section is the altitude of the entire paper. It
the community's unfamiliararity of the la isn't. We arc, however, being more respon
bors of publishing and the lack of student sible these days by placing both sides of an
involvement in the rtewspaper.
issue in the Opinion section, not just one."
Jen Hardin's, Sidetrack and Events Editor,
"There is a dearth of written articles sub
mitted to the VISTA and, in turn, this is a section was criticized the most by the USD
problem for the editors," Lang said. "Be community. In response, Hardin said, "When
cause there are not many articles to choose I chose to be the editor of Sidetrack, I wanted
from, the VISTA editors cannot be as selec to change its reputation. I tried to get good,
tive in what, articles will be published."
clean jokes. But I received letters from read
Twenty-three percent of readers surveyed ers about how dumb those were. So I suc
said they read the News section most often, cumbed to my audience; I slipped right back
"[the opinions of the USD community about into what the audience wanted.
"It sure is a lot easier to fill out a survey
the VISTA] were pretty fair," said Tom
Demko, News co-editor. "When people say criticizing this publication than it is to come
[the VISTA] is sloppy, I agree. It is,at times. to the VISTA office and do a layout for 12
But we are here 30+ hours a week. I have hours."
other things to do."
Managing Editor Chris Woo agrees with
News co-editor Deborah Acomb disagreed the USD community's view about the survey.
with some of the public's opinions but was "I think that the perceptions of the commu
appreciative of the community's input and nity are a little extreme, however, when they
encouraged participation. Acomb said,"We perceive that the VISTA is 'homophobic.'
do not usually receive a lot of feedback from They are making a blanket statement about
the community, and I think the criticism was the VISTA. They arc being prejudiced, in a

Kristin Chapman

Special to the VISTA

way. It is beyond our control of how students
interpret articles; we just try our best to make
matters clear.
"We at the VISTA really want diversity - culturally, et cetera. A lot of students are
critical of the VISTA and don't want to do
anything about it. Actually, I encourage
criticism, but what I hate are critics with no
foundations for their reasoning."
When it was pointed out to Opinion Editor
James Finete that it was his Rodney KingReginald Denney article in particular that
readers reported as disliking most, Finete
responded, "The problem was the opinion
policy of that lime —that there would not be
two sides of an issue pub
lished. Recently ap
pointed as the new Opin
ion Editor, I have changed
VISTA series that policy and pose both
sides of an issue. I bclicve the readers have a
point in their criticism of the Opinion section
— if they are referring to last semester, most
definitely. If they arc referring to the last
month or so, I do not think so."
As reported in the second article of this
series, 21 percent of the respondents on the
independent survey read the Social Issues
section of the paper the most. "I was sur
prised that people read my section as much as
they do," Social Issues Editor Santos
Gonzalez said. " I really do not get piuch
feedback outside [the VISTA] office about
my section:
"We definitely need more involvement
from students. Currently, [the VISTA] has a
small population of writers. For us editors, it
is difficult to ask those volunteer writers to
come in and rewrite articles because of their
limited time frame. Even those who write for
the VISTA for class credit usually do not
have the lime to rewrite their articles."
Entertainment Editor Joey Santos, while
cognizant of the VISTA's limited human
resources, believes that is not an excuse for
the paper's poor performance.
"If you up your standards, that is what you

Part Three

• RAPE
continued form page 1
the only thing I remember is waking
up with John next to me and some
strange guy on the floor next to the
bed. In between when I woke up
and when I passed out — and I
really just passed out—I remember
images in my head of a guy over me,
like on top of me I guess, and there
were two faced I saw. I was too
drunk, I don't know. It was like
flashes of what was happening, but
I was passed out.
"The next thing that happened
was he just took me home in the
morning and he apologized and I
said, 'what are you sorry about?'
John said, 'well, I guess just getting
together with you last night was
uncool because Joe is pretty much
my best friend.' So, I was really
embarrassed and I didn't realize
something bad had happened.
"My first reaction was I felt em
barrassed and guilty because I was
seeing his best friend, and I had
pretty much cheated on him. The
one thing I thought that was pretty
naive was that I had never experi
enced a one-night stand and I
thought that was pretty much what
had happened. It was a one-night
stand.

"I have not touched it for the last
three years until I told my boyfriend
about what happened, and he said it
was rapeand it was wrong. Eventu
ally, I started seeing a psychiatrist
about it. It took about four months
of therapy for me to figure out that
it was my fault for pulling myself in
a bad position. It was likeon a scale
of one to 10 — 10 being the most
blame — I was an eight and the guy
was a two. After therapy, it was
pretty much the other direction. It
was mostly his fault and not mine.
"All I did was get drunk, which is
stupid, and to spend the night at
someone's house you don't really
know as well as you think you do.
Or I guess I trusted them and I
shouldn't of. That's stupid, but I
didn't break any laws other than
drinking as a minor, but he did too.
It was his fault for taking advantage
of my condition. I mean even if
someone doesn't call if acquain
tance rape or rape at all, it's still not
right. Just because he never asked
my permission to do anything and I
wasn't leading him on in any way.
There should have been no reason
for him to think that I wanted to.
Either of them actually. One of the
guys didn't go to school here and I
haven't seen him since.
"One other thing is thai 1 don't
think the guys had any intention of

will get. This semester especially, the con
tent of [the VISTA] has been raised. Last
semester, the VISTA was filled with soap
box preaching, rambling diatribes and was
one-sided. That's changing." Santos said.
The survey results intrigued Editor-inChief Bryan Dobson. "It is interesting to see
howpeople perceive the VISTA. Theirharsh
criticisms I do not share. One article is not
representative of the quality of the VISTA. I
hope those flippant judgments are not made
regularly. I wish I could enthrall everyone to
read [the VISTA], But that is impossible. I
believe our student body to be plagued with a
degree of apathy."
Dobson summarized what direction he
thinks the VISTA will take in the future.
Dobson's position is similar to those held by
most of the editors on the VISTA staff. "In
the immediate future I see good things," he
said. "There arc many bright and talented
people that will be returning to the VISTA
staff next year. But unless this pool of talent
is perpetuated, the VISTA will suffer. We
have already lost many of our staff to intern
ships. It is up to the students of this Univer
sity to change the face of the VISTA. If they
do care — if they not only want to learn but
teach, they have the power to do so. If they
become involved. The VISTA has finally
stabilized after breaking away from AS — it
has reached a new level for sure. I would hate
to see the potential of this paper not be ex
ploited by our students.
"This is the one thing I would change about
this paper, if I had the power to do so,"
Dobson continued. "That we here on the
VISTA staff could provoke interest in our
student community towards involvement. I
must include, however, that this feeling is not
isolated to just the VISTA. A desire for more
student involvement is felt in all USD's cam
pus organizations. By our nature, we just
happen to be more high-profile. Working for
the VISTA is an incredible experience. It just
amazes me that I am not receiving 100 appli
cations for next year's positions on our
staff."

doing anything wrong. Idon'tthink groups on campus, both men and
their objective was to rape some
women. "I've noticed the guys that
one. I can sec it in my mind as two
I've talked to arc more careful about
guys thinking it would be fun. From
how they touch a girl when they arc at
hanging out with my guy friends I
a party especially when they arc drunk.
know that they get turned on by the
"Being drunk is no excuse, I
idea of two on one and things like have no problem with people
that. So, it was their opportunity to getting together and having sex
give ita shot and they were drunk so if that's what they want to do,
they did. But they weren'tthinking but it has to be with the consent
about how it would make me feel. . of both people.
Granted, I don't know if I really
would have ever known what had
happened if he didn't say [he was]
sorry. I guess I knew something
was wrong. It just took me a long
time to figure it out.
"The first thing I thought of was
I didn't want John to tell Joe be
cause I was afraid he was going to
hate me. I really didn't ever go out
with Joeagain after that, and I don't
think that he knew or that he knows
to this day what happened. I've
never talked to John about it, and I
honestly don't know if he realizes
what he did was wrong — him or
the other guy. I think that's the only
thing I would want to do now is just
go back and tell him what he did
was wrong. The thing that's help
ing me get better is telling people
about it. Especially guys that
arc most likely to commit the
crime.
Susan has addressed several

"I'm willing to take some of the
blame for what happened to me, but
not even half of it. Because guys
can be raped Loo, but you can't
make them do it. Whereas girls
don't have the same choice.
"Unfortunately, I don't think you
can be prepared for that kind of a
situation. I was lucky because I.
wasn't awake, and forme it doesn't
go on in my mind all of the time."
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Complete Dinners
for only $4.99
Dinner: BBQ Ribs, Mahi
Mahi, Baked Chicken,
Carne Asada, Ham Steak, and
Crepes. Includes:
Soup or Salad.
•With USD I.D.
•No coupon needed
•Good thru 1994
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298-0133

JUST IN TIME FOR YOUR TRIP TO FAR AWAY PLACES

GREAT DISCOUNTS
<*3^. INTERNAL FRAME BACK PACKS,
by MEI, Eagle Creek & Outdoor Products

EQUIP YOUR TRIP HERE,
No Tickets... All Gear!

EURAIL SUPPLIES"
Inflatable Neck Pillows,
Sleep Sheets, Cable Lock,
Toiletry Organizers,
Money Converters,
Jlfloney Belts, Neck Wallets,
and much morellL

VOYAGER (4500 cu. in., 8.5x14x24")
Converts from Travel Packto Back Pack, Cordura-Plus®
Nylon Water Proofed, Padded Back Wall, Aluminum Internal
Frames, Hideaway Padded Hip Belt & Shoulder Straps,
Internal Cinch Straps, Double Zippers For Locking,
Clip-On Travel Strap.

QA

Mfg. Lifetime Warranty V
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Ingenious
ousing
For
Serious
Students.

Comp. $120.00

Vantaggio! It's a breakthrough in student housing. Vantaggio is a
IN PB
.SINCE 1986
TRAVEL BOOKS, MAPS, LUGGAGE .
BACK PACKS, & ACCESSORIES.

1655 Garnet Ave.
Pacific Beach
Phone 483-1421

Hours: Open 7 Days A Waak

unique, modern, self-contained community — designed for serious
students, like you. We've included everything ... so you can focus
on school. Vantaggio amenities include:
^ Fully furnished studio, 1-bedroom, and 2-bedroom suites
with kitchenettes
Computer facility with P.C.'s, printers and modems

Packing, Crating & Shipping
Anything . . . . Anywhere
SHIP YOUR STUFF HOME

CHEAP!!!

FULLY INSURED

linked up with your school's libraries
Espresso Bar with baked goods and indoor and
outdoor seating
Private and group study lounges
Convenience store with school supplies and personal

DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL

care items

GROUND, AIR, OCEAN SHIPPING

Fully-equipped shared kitchens and group dining areas

OFFICE MOVING & FILE BOXES
OVER 70 TYPES OF BOXES
ALL PACKING MATERIALS INCLUDING
BUBBLE PACK • FURNITURE PADS
SMALL MOVES (OFFICE OR RESIDENTIAL)

- UPS, FEDERAL EXPRESS, DHL FINE ART • WINE • BIKES • FURNITURE
DISCOUNTS FOR
USD STUDENTS

^ Optional meal plan with a variety of downtown restaurants
^ Optional maid and linen service
Monitored building access
Reserved underground parking

Model Suites Open for viewing, March 15,1994
Call 1-800-635-3939 for more information
Vantaggio is centrally-located —
near San Oiego's newly renovated Gaslamp
District. And it's very affordable. Choose a
studio, one bedroom, or two-bedroom suite.

lSSCS^

LOCATED NEXT TO DOMINO'S PIZZA

5265 LINDA VISTA RD.

294-49
OPEN 7 DAYS

Model suites open for viewing on March 15th.
There's no question ... Vantaggio is an
ingenious, student living environment. For
more information ... or to reserve your suite,
call 1-800-635-3939, today.
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Choose life before death
In today's society, social and
moral obligations are rapidly deteriorat
ing. A man is no longer held socially
responsible to marry a woman in the
event of an unwanted pregnancy out of
wedlock. An unwed, pregnant woman
must then decide whether to abort the
pregnancy or to accept the social and
financial burdens of becoming a single
parent.
Today, society has made abortion as
easy as waking up in the morning and
taking a "vitamin" with breakfast.
However, this "vitamin," otherwise
known as RU-486, is capable of killing

Catherine
Kratochvil
Staff Writer

j

a life without a woman having to give a
single thought to what the product is
doing to the living being growing inside
of her.
RU-486, and surgical abortion, have
taken away the responsibility that comes
along with sexual intercourse. Responsibility does not begin and end with
sexual intercourse. It begins when a
woman decides to have the baby, and
ends when the woman successfully
raises a child who herself would never
consider having an abortion. Imagine
that child learning that her mother
actually considered ending her life
before it could begin.
The people that say, "If you don't

want me to have an abortion, then you
take care of it," arc indicative of the
problems in today's society. Everyone
should be accountable for their actions
and quit using society as a scapegoat.
Furthermore, women must stop using
"women's rights" as an excuse for
abortion. This is not a women's rights
issue, but a human life issue. It is not
about what a woman may do to her own
body, but what she may do to the body
that, through her own doing, just so
happens to be inside of her.
The moral dilemma of having an
abortion is often decided irrationally.
Seldom does the woman consult profes
sional advice. Rather, guilt and abandon
ment make abortion the "easy way out."
Unfortunately, there is no easy way out,
and the woman is forever haunted by the
question, "What if I didn't have an
abortion?" If two people decide to engage
in sexual intercourse, they should be
prepared for the possible and often
unwanted consequence — pregnancy —
not abortion.
Abortion, according to Webster's
Dictionary, is defined as an induced
termination of pregnancy before the fetus
can survive and/or a fatally premature
expulsion of a fetus from the womb. Is it
murder or is it a woman's choice? Prochoice activists state that the fetus is not
human and, therefore, abortion is not
murder.
But when can we consider a fetus to be
human? The genetic code in all human
beings is imprinted at the time of concep
tion. Can the fetus not then be considered
human? At eight weeks, doctors can

delect a fetus' brain waves. Can it still not
be considered human? At 12 weeks,
doctors can distinguish the heart beat of
the fetus from that of the mother. The
fetus will continue to develop until it
leaves the womb of the mother. When can
we finally consider the fetus to be human?
Does the fetus finally become initialed
into humanhood upon its successful
passage out of its mother's womb? I fail
to see the difference between the fetus
protected within the womb and the
dependent child outside of the womb.
Neither of these two lives can survive
alone, yet some classify the fetus as a
nonliving entity and the infant as a living
being, protected by all the human rights of
an adult, though dependent on adults for
survival. The argument that the fetus is
not a human being because it cannot live
independently away from its mother is
invalid because, in either scenario, to be
human does not require one to be inde
pendent. But if that were true, USD would
consist of many nonhuman students.
It is murder to take the life of any
individual. If society cannot define the
point in a pregnancy when life begins,
then it must be determined that life begins
at conception. Therefore, terminating a
pregnancy is murder.
The loose morals of society are
excusing the guilt of taking away the life
of a would-be child. Can such murder be
justified? If so, then society as we know it
will be catapulted into chaos. Think about
it — are we willing to give up everything
we have struggled to achieve because we
are too weak to accept our actions and
moral obligations?
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A convenient but misguided program
It must be nearing election
time because Gov. Pete Wilson is
playing political football. He is
using the pain of the Holocaust
and running with it to score a touch
down with the voters.
Wilson recently signed the
"Schindler's List Project," which
is supposedly designed to increase

Yusuf
Khouri
Staff Writer
our understanding of one another,
thereby decreasing hostility and
intolerance.
The project is aimed at middleto-lowerclass school districts,and
Steven Spielberg himself is do
nating copies of his movie,
"Schindler's List" for the project.
The formatof the mandatory class,
also required in Florida and New

Jersey, with 25 other states soon
to follow, is to show the film and
then have the students discuss it.
What is the problem with this?
Why are some protesting? I mean,
there is nothing wrong with the
concept of trying tofightdiscrimination. I am in favorofan effort to
show the atrocities committed by
Nazis toward Jews, but why only
Jews? Millions of lives were taken
during the Holocaust and not all of
them were Jewish. Why do they
not merit the same amount of un
derstanding and compassion?
In fact, this brings up the hor
rible actions of America. Note that
America has been party to the m urdcrs of other peoples, but never
participated in the murder of the
Jews. On the other hand, we took
the Native Americans' land and
virtually wiped them out.
We were a major factor in the
African Holocaust — over 200
million lives were snuffed out. Let
us not forget the families that we

split up. Wc look their names,
their language, religion and cul
ture from them.
The Chinese were treated des
picably as they built America's
transconlintental railroad.
Mexicans, as well as other
Latinos, were butchered. Their
land was taken awayand they were
treated like stray dogs, all in the
name of American independence
and expansion.
We dropped nuclear bombs on
Japan, and at the same time, we
imprisoned every Japanese per
son in this country. We caged them
like animals, just because they
were of Japanese descent.
These arc only a few examples.
Do these people not warrant un
derstanding and compassion?
Some of you say that we shouldn 't
argue whose Holocaust was worse;
after all, pain is pain. Well, if
"pain is pain," then what makes
the pain of the Jews so special?
They shouldn'ibe used as the yard

stick.
Docs that sound cruel? Well,
that is exactly what is wrong with
the cliche "pain is pain." It implies
that the legitimate and horrific

America has been
party to the murders
of other peoples, but
never participated in
the murder of the
Jews.
plights of these other peoples are
not important enough to merit a
national project signed into law.
The law is to promote under
standing, right? Others may make
the naive assertion that there arc
no worthwhile movies and docu
mentaries about the plights of these
other people, but even if wc were
to take this naiveassertion as valid,
the law still shouldn't be exclu
sive to the horrors of the Jews.

It shouldn't even be called the
"Schindler's List Project," which
implies exclusivity.
The media, Hollywood, politi
cians and business people are sin
cere in their quest for social jus
tice, are they not? If wc were all
sincere in the understanding of
one another, then a project where
the talents of producers, directors
and artists of Spielberg's caliber
could be utilized and funded.
If we, who are the future, are to
trul y understand about each other,
then we must know about each
other.
I could tell you all about my
self, my hopes, my fears, my
dreams, my aspirations. I could
tell you about my pain, my suffer
ing, my tragedy. But if I don't
know or even care to know about
you, then how can wc understand
each other? You may understand
me, but I won't understand you.
Let it be possible for us both to
listen and hear one another.
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Letters

Write to us!
The USD VISTA welcomes all types of letters for print. Please
keep letters less than one page long. All letters must be signed and
must include a phone number for verification purposes, but
names can be withheld upon request.
Bring your letter to the VISTA office, downstairs in the UC, by
Saturday at Noon, typed on 8 112 X 11 paper. Or mail it to: USD
VISTA; c/o Letter to the Editor; 5998 Alcala Park; San Diego, CA
92110-2492.
The USD VISTA reserves the right to select and edit letters to be
published.

The Art Facts

A failed system
Faculty advisors offering students little

In the name of truthful journal
ism, may we please have the facts
connected with reference to the
front page article on April 21
("The USD artists' noose"). I am
not nor have I ever been, the
Chairman of the Fine Arts
Department I was completely
unaware of the Student Art
Exhibition this year at Aromas
until I saw a poster announcing it;
therefore, there was no "fight"
concerning its installation. In fact
I had never had the opportunity of
meeting either Allison Dalley or
Amy Driscoll.

Terry Whitcomb
Director of Institutional Design

Well, most students

the student to meet
with any professor
and use any professor
to sign the advisor's form. If students
are capable of anything, it is meeting
with a professor with whom they actu
ally interract with on a regular basis.
This way they have a teacher who un
derstands their progress.
Many students have complained that
professors refuse their request for a sitdown talk on future courses — "Go talk
to your advisor about that," students are
told. The faculty advisor program has
become the epitome of excess manage
ment.
i
Why can't a student walk into the
office of any of their professors with
their academic record and leave with
some advice and the necessary signa
ture?
In fact, the advising form isn't even
necessary. A number of students phone
in the classes they want, feel out the
form, then go to the advisor for a signa
ture — exactly the opposite of the
Registrar's directions.
What the students really need is a
policy that allows them to go to any
number of professors and be able to talk
to them about a whole scope of prob
lems that may arise. Instead, both stu
dents and teachers are treated like 5year-olds. No wonder there is a dis
missal of the system by students.
Students need that day-in, day-out
type of guidance which should naturally
— not institutionally — come with a
small school. This is a case where the
school is just getting in the way. Throw
the useless paper-work away. Let stu
dents spend more time talking with sev
eral advisors than looking for the one.

VISTA Editorial

have finally overcome the
burden of choosing their
classes for the upcoming semester. Many
of them got the classes they needed. With
the class reservation telephone system
installed last year, students are having an
easier time getting their scedule set and
moving on to life's other problems. But
getting the classes that one needs to gradu
ate isn't as easy as dialing 2200.
Student advisors are assigned to stu
dents to make the transition between se
mesters smooth and proper. But many
students have been left frustrated by "fac
ulty advisors" whose only contribution to
the process is their unreadable signature.
Many professors don't even know the
requirements for graduating with a major
in their department.
The University talks about the small,
close-knit community that has an out• standing teacher-to-student ratio, but the
faculty advisor program is a failure. USD
does not need the intrusive beauracracy
that is a faculty advisor program.
Come time to get advice on which
classes to take the next semester, many
students are running around with their
heads cut off, either trying to reach their
advisor or setting up an appointment that
the professor will likely be late to.
It is silly to enforce a program that
restricts guidance to the five hours a week
that a professor holds office hours. Stu
dents are busy as well. You say, "Why
don't you just switch advisors?" But what
is the purpose of the faculty advisor pro
gram if you don't even have the same
professor for all four years anyway?
If this school is truthful in its advertis
ing, then why not operate an informal
faculty advisor program that would allow

A GAY AT USD?
I often ask myself how life
came to be so difficult. I used
to believe that you follow a
path given to you and every
thing will end up wonderful in
the end. I recently came to the
upsetting conclusion that life
just does not operate that way.
I thought I was the product of
normalcy, the typical USD
child. What could go wrong, I
was on my way, right?
Wrong! There is a serious
Haw in this normalcy, this
perfection — I am gay.
So what have I learned
through my four-year stint at
USD? That life is rich with
enjoyment and a new BMW?
No, I learned a lesson that life
is cruel, even at this sheltered
hideaway called USD. I used
to wonder why I did not fit
into this perfect elite, this
"perfect" school. Now I know
why. I am different, but am I
really? Fag jokes, inuendos,
remarks made about the queer
in the back row. My first three
years here were spent in
denial. "That's not me, they're
not talking about me," or were
they? Are they?
When I finally opted to join
the prestigious minority of
gays spanning the globe, I
came to realize how much
power is involved with simple
words. Words such as dyke,
nigger, queer, wetback,
cripple, fag and countless
others. When 1 was "normal,"
I too used to be quite free with
my innuendo, my creeping
stares, my biting words. You
do not realize how strong
these words can be until you
represent one of them.
What I really wish is that
someone would honestly tell

me how I am hurting another
human being by loving another
man. Right now, I feel that I
have been deprived of 21 years
of knowing who 1 really am,
all because society deemed it
that way. What angers me
even more is the notion that I
am still deeply caught in
playing by the "rules of the
game" — the reasoning behind
an anonymous letter. I guess
we all need to play by the
rules. I just wish I could
sometimes bend them just a
little to secure my happiness,
and, for once, not be con
cerned with yours.
I would like to think that we
are taught tolerance and
respect in school, if not when
we are young, at least when
we become older. What is the
grand purpose of an educa
tion? Is it to get fame and
fortune? Well, if it is, then I
want no part in it. When we
can look at each other as
people, not representations of
words, but as human beings
who feel pain, who live, who
laugh and who cry, then hale
will finally dissolve.
So why do we hide, why do
we stay in the closet? Because
you tell us to. You hate what
we arc, and you would rather
not see our true colors.
Next time you decide to
pass judgment on gays, on
women, on men, on Mexicans,
on Americans, on anybody, try
looking at yourself and sec
what you arc hiding. Then,
maybe, you will view me as a
person, as someone who feels
just like you and wants to be
happy just like you.
Now, I accept that tomor
row, or even next year, or even
20 years down the road, I will
still hide my true identity from
all you. I will still refuse to
hold my boyfriend's hand in
public. I will still live in fear
of being found out. I will still
play by the "rules of the
game." It took me 21 years to
finally realize what 1 really
am. It will take a lifetime to
accept it.
Next time you are sitting in
class, look around the room at
the people next to you. One,
two or maybe even 20 of them
might just be gay, but you
wouldn't know it for sure.
Ordinary looking people,
with not so ordinary feelings.
They look like you, they act
like you, gay or not.

Name withheld
upon request
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Abortion: The realistic
perspective
Abortion. The issue

I can

bet you already have a great deal of
emotion about. Me too. 1 could ar
gue and rant and rave. 1 could wield
the name of God. 1 could cry out
with total compassion for the women
who have died under the knife of
illegal abortion, for the women who
are dying under the knife of this

Margie
Gomez
Staff Writer
society's sick, contradictory views
about sex and reproductive rights,
but abortion would rage on. The
arguments would rage on. Terror
ists bombing abortion clinics, kill
ing doctors and hating women would
rage on. I could present you with my
own persona]convictions and pomp
ous ideas, but why?
Abortion exists. Isn't that the
problem? Abortion exists and it is
not going away. It has existed in the
U.S. in one form or another since
colonial times. A sad but true fact is
that we cannot turn back time, and I
do not believe that if we made abor
tion illegal it would magically dis
appear. American women have been
terminating pregnancies for the last
100 years. The major difference es
tablished by Roe v. Wade is that
women can now do it legally and
safely. I could debate the spiritual
state of the fetus, but how is that
helping?
Even individuals morally con
vinced that it is wrong must co-exist

with other human beings who make
their own decisions. We live in a
country where you arc supposed to
be accorded the right to make your
own choices.
O.K. you still may think it is
wrong; forcing that belief on women
by making abortion illegal will cer
tainly not sway their hearts, nor will
it keep them from getting abortions.
Makingabortion illegal while people
in this nation still bcl ieve they should
have a choice will leave them angry
and force them to illegally practice
what they believe is their right.
The only real solution for a coun
try so divided on the issue is to make
it a choice. As a nation, we look at
this issue and suddenly lose all abil
ity to reason, all ability for compas
sion. We look at this issue and lose
all ability for any sort of productiv
ity or solution. The question is how
do we, adults on either side of the
issue, cope?
I am so saddened by the imma
ture, irrational behavior that sur
rounds abortion. Can we get real
and look at this situation like adults
and treat it with the sensitivity and
respect the matter deserves?
First of all, abortion is no light
matter that women rejoice over. Yes,
there are always exceptions to the
rule. Just like there are some people
who beat upon the elderly, there arc
some women who use abortion with
out any emotional strain. If we want
to change abortion, then we have to
get real.
How is an impoverished woman
supposed to deliver a healthy fetus
when she was denied prenatal care,
nutrition supplements, welfare pay

ments and housing as
sistance? Quoting Su
san Faludi, "Doctors
increasingly berated
low-income mothers,
but they also incrcas- ,
ingly refused to treat II
them. By 1990, more !
than one-fourth of all
counties nationwide
lacked any clinic
where poor women
could gel prenatal care,
and a third of doctors
wouldn't treat preg
nant women who were
Medicaid patients."
The National Health
Law Program has con
cluded that the situa
tion in California is so
bad that poor pregnant
women are"essentially cut off from
access to care." But there is help
available for some women, some of
the time, in some ways, but what
then?
Certainly, society has a compel
ling interest in bringing healthy chil
dren into the world. It has both a
moral and practical obligation to
help women take care of themselves
while they're pregnant. But where
are the troops, and where is all the
conviction once that life is here?
Here, the fine line is drawn in my
mind between people who are antiabortion and those who are truly
"pro-1 ife." People are too busy lead
ing the lives of purposeless fanatics
when they could be making a mean
ingful impact on the life of a child or
mother. There needs to be people
out there who arc truly pro-life,

meaning that instead of killing doc
tors, they are making sure teenaged
girls feel safe, secure and hopeful
enough to bring a child into this
world.
Too many people launch hatefilled attacks at women who already
feel helpless enough. Someone who
is pro-life is making sure that when
a baby is bom, it has food three
times a day, a ride to the doctor's
office and money to pay the medi
cal, dental and grocery bills.
The way I sec it, those of us who
stand on cither side of the issue owe
the whole problem a 1 ittle more ma
turity than it's been getting. There
arc things we could really do to
help, so that women wouldn't have
to choose abortion. We could pre
vent them from ever needing an
abortion. Unfortunately, it isn't
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and defensive; it leaves women get
ting abortions anyway.
The problem is not abortion. That
is like saying that the problem with
cancer is that you lose your hair.
The problem is that women get to
the place where they feel they must
choose abortion. If we as individu
als in a free nation arc against abor
tion, we must stop the cancer before
it starts. It's the only realistic, pro
ductive thing we can do.
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pretty.
We have to deal with issues like
birth control, education and mon
etary support for them. Or, we could
keep putting all our energy and
money intoscreaming, attacking and
defending women who are already
at the abortion clinic. But that leaves
everyone polarized, frustrated, an
gry, hurt, tired, pissed off, insulted
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"Now that we have peace, our
challenge is to demonstrate that
we have the will to lead beyond
peace, where our enemy is not
some nation abroad but is essen
tially within ourselves."
— Richard Nixon, in his soon to be
released book, "Beyond Peace."
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Do you think that "political correctness'
has defeated its purpose?
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YES
88%
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s drawn, not define
Perceptions of gender and sexuality
are in the hands of society
Danielle Elliot
Staff Writer

"God, he plays like a girl," said a female
student at USD. She is unaware of the
implications of her simple statement. She
may have put someone down, but her choice
of words also reinforced a negative stereotype
of the female gender.
Incidents such as this one may seem insignificant,
as if big changes do not come around by small acts.
The opposite is true.
For a society that is trying to stretch boundaries
placed by a person's sex, education and aware
ness about gender issues is key. From genderspecific language to the way children are raised

this argument, claims that "the tact that women bear
children is due to sex, that women nurture children is
due togender, a cultural constraint. It is gender which
has been chiefly responsible for fixing women's
place in society."
For the most part, socialization has been attributed
to gender roles, which involves language, but in
cludes objects such as clothing and toys. From the
time children are young, they are dressed in certain
colors and given specific toys with which to play.
With recognition of these set roles, however, atti
tudes are changing, and parents are attempting to
avoid traditional socialization. Children are being
dressed in colors other than blue if the child is
male,orpinkif the baby is female. In addition,
parents are also attempting to steer clear of
Barbie dolls and toy trucks for their respec
tive sons and daughters. It is expected that
this nextgeneration of children will grow up
with more open attitudes about sexual ste

and socialized, the manner in which gender
issues, specifically sexuality, are handled has
increasing importance in a society continually
reotypes.
striving for what is politically correct.
According to Dr. Grove, by the time that
Although the words sex and gender arc often children are 3 to 4 years old, they have realized
interchanged, they arc two completely different whether they are male or female, are fairly
concepts. Dr. Kathleen Grove, a professor in aware tha t i t is a pcrmancn t condi tion and act on
USD's Sociology department, defines sex as the
that basis.
"natural facts" about a person, their physiological
Three theories support this concept. The
differences, or whether they are born man or first is Sigmund Freud's belief that children
woman. Gender is the ' social tact, the cultural
pass through psychoscxual stages in which
expectations that society creates and maintains. they face particular challenges to their sexu
Gender has also been described as masculinity, ality. These challenges arc resolved when
femininity, transcxuality and adrogyny.
the child identifies with the same-sex par
There are many arguments as to how gender is ent.
defined. James C. Dobson, author of "Straight
Social learning theory asserts that chil
Talk to Men and Their Wives," believes that dren learn "boyness" and "girlncss" based
biology determines gender roles. Dobson claims on rewards and punishment. They arc
that "women's menstrual cycles alfcct their emo
rewarded for doing the "right thing," the
tions in ways that men do not experience. He acts that reinforce stereotyped sexual
also mentions research which reveals that basic
roles.
differences between the sexes have neurological
Cognitive development theory is
based on the idea that children label
origins. .
The other side of the argument claims that
themselves and follow behavior
gender is not determined by biology. Instead, guidelines accordingly.
the roles are dictated by social customs. Gerda
When one considers society's
Lerner, one of the advocates for
readiness to change, it seems that
the use of gender-specific lan
guage is likely to continue.
Certain words are seen as
negative when used in ref
erence to specific sexes.
Many men do not
want to be classified
as sweet, under
standing or caring,
though there is noth
ing wrong with
possessing these char
acteristics. De
spite grow
ing knowledge and
understanding of
gender-specific language
and its implications, many live with these
stereotypes and accept them.
The only way to implement change is through awareness ol the
implications of language and everyday action. When society can recog
nize sexual stereotypes, the gender-limiting implications will finally lose
their potency.
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Bridging the gap 1

SDCfAC

I Prof increases gender awareness
Laurie Kovach
Staff Writer

In May, USD will graduate its
first students to minor in gender
studies. The minor program has
been in place since the fall of 1991
and has attracted a diverse array of
majors.
The program was initiated by Dr.

roads into gender studies, but no
roads out," she said.
Caywood said
that her knowledge
of gender issues
has made heraware
of how much in
fluence it has in our
lives and that she
cannot help but
frame everything
she sees in those
terms.
"Once we learn
to understand gen
derdifferences bet
ter, it helps us to
live our lives in a
different way,"she
said.
Caywood's ex
pertise is in 18th
century cultural
studies. She said
that she looksat the
pastas another cul
ture underlying the
relationship of men
and women. She
said it is important
to look at men and
women writers in relation to what
they do because of the impact that
culture has on literature.
"My knowledge in gender stud-

Cynthia Caywood of the English
Department and Dr. Linda A.M.
Perry of the„Communication Stud
ies Department.
Caywood, who received her
Ph.D. from Duke after attending the
University of Kansas as an under
graduate, said thatshe became aware
of gender studies through French
women writers whose works in
spired her totake more courses about
women.
"In the Seventies, we began to
see courses about women, but I
think of them as archeological
courses," Caywood
said. "Thecourses were
about the history of
women, not the-sociology of women and their
lives."
Caywood said that the
courses offered today
have a more theoretical
grounding from which
students gain a socio
logical foundation in in
—Dr. Cynthia Caywood,
terpreting texts.
USD professor
"We arc able to see
the underlying views of
men and women," Caywood said. ics has helped me to be more toler
"We don't read literature because ant, " Caywood said. "I am more
the author is a woman. Instead, we critical of the culture and the world
I sec around me, but I am more
see the cultural context of what
women have done."
sensitive for a need to change."
Caywood said that her interest in
Caywood said that She has be
gender issues has extended into all come more sensitive in raising her
facets of her life. "There arc many own children because, in childhood,

gender socialization can be crucial
in shaping attitudes and behaviors.
"I am very sensi
tive to how culture
puts pressures on
my daughters to be
little girls through
their clothes and
toys," Caywood
said. "I want to raise
my children to find
out who they arcand
be
their
own
women."
Caywood said
that the program has
been successful be
cause of the strong
faculty interest and
expertise in this
area. The program
offers a diversity of
courses, ranging in
all areas of study.
"A lot of the fac
ulty have knowl
edge in this area,"
Caywood said. "It
represents a strong
administrative sup
port for exploration
about our culture."
Caywood said that the program
could improve if more men would
enroll in the courses.
"Men are wary of the
courses because they
think that it is malebashing," Caywood
said. "There is a differ
ence between bashing
and criticism. Ifaman's
role is criticized, it is
not necessarily a bad
thing."
Caywood said that
men find the material
very intcrestingand that
the courses focus on
both
men's
and
women's roles.
"My hopes for the program is
that men and women leam to bridge
the gap between men and women,"
Caywood said. "Knowledge comes
from the understanding of the other
sex, which enables us to tolerate
those who arc not like us."

"My knowledge in gender stud
ies has helped me to be more
tolerant. I am more critical of
the culture and the world I see
around me, but I am more sensi
tive for a need to change."
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Sport Sandals

Earth Sandals
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Clogs

Fashion Sandals

Big Sizes

OVER 140
BEACH & LEATHER SANDALS

LOWEST PRICES IN TOWN!
I

10% Off
with coupon

La Sandale
_376 ^Mission BlvcL^D 92109_ 488-1J_34_
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The Gender Studies Minor is an 18 unit
program that includes the following:

Q Gender Studies / — Introduction to Gender Studies
H Two lower or upper division elective courses to be
selected from a list generated each semester by the
program committee or courses listed below.
H Two elective upper division courses to be selected
from a list generated each semester by the program
committee or courses listed below; 3-9 units of lower
division work, and 9-15 units of upper division work are
required.
Two of the four elective courses listed in items 2 and
3 must be in the Humanities and two must be in the
Social Sciences.
a Gender Studies 197 — Advanced Gender Studies.

Other classes that count toward
the Gender Studies Minor:
Anthropology
20 — Introduction to
Cultural Anthropology
722 — Peoples of South
America
128 — Pacific Peoples:
Australia, Melanesia
130 — Pacific Peoples:
Micronesia, Polynesia
152 — Kinship and
Social Organization
Business
105 — Women and
Management
Communication Studies
125 — Interpersonal
Communication
145 — Gender
Communication
Economics
198 — Gender and
Economic Justice
(cross-listed as
Philosophy 134D)
French
/ 1 8 — French Women
Writers (Prerequisite:
French 101)
History
164 — Topics in Asian
History: Women in
Japanese History
Philosophy
134D - Gender and
Economic Justice
(cross-listed as Eco
nomics 198)

Psychology
111 — Developmental
Psychology: Childhood
and Adolescence
112 — Developmental
Psychology: Adulthood
and Aging
146 — Psychology of
Human Relations
150 — Psychology of
Women
163A — Social
Psychology
165 — Psychobiology of
Sexual Behavior
166 — Behavior Genetics
167 — Behavior
Disorders of Childhood
168 — Abnormal
Psychology
Religious Studies
111 — Christian Faith
and other Faith
Traditions
143 — Christian
Marriage
169 — Male Mythology
and Religion
Sociology
10 — Social Problems
153 — Marriage and the
Family
157 — Social
Stratification
169 - Sexuality in
Contemporary Society
194— Special Topics in
Contemporary
Sociology: Gender and
Sex Roles

fl
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Dont waste your time with flyers—Use the
WDSTA classifieds. We guarantee a
response or you get one extra week-. JKEE!

riwi'i TiYMnir
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT —
Make up to $2,000-$4,000+/mo. teach
ing basic conversational English abroad.
Japan, Taiwan, and S. Korea. Many
employers provide room & board + other
benefity. No teaching background or
Asian languages required. For more in
formation call; (206) 632-1146 ext J5979.
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A TEMPO
RARY JOB — That will pay you $6hr +
bonus? Then the Pacific Group has the
job for you. Set your own schedule and
work in a relaxed environment. Come in
today and fill out an application, 3456
Camino del Rio N. Ste. 205, or call 5632000.

SUMMER INTERNS NEEDED! —Great
opportunity forout-going,personable and
fun people who want to learn everything
they can about radio! Your chance to
work for a top AM & FM combination
radio station in San Diego. Call 2927600. ext 264 for details.
LEADING SAN DIEGO EXPORTER —
Now recruiting graduates for Europe and
Mexico. Send resume and background
letterto UAX, 2180 Garnet Avenue/Suite
"E7S.D. 92109.
LIVE IN PT. LOMA THIS SUMMER —
Spend the summer at the beach with two
great kids. Supervise their activities and
helpout the family. Car preferable. Room/
board and salary. Starting in May. 2230092, Barbara or Paul.

SUN«l-5>
,^r«nnamv,

Types of Classifieds:
Personals
JorSale
Rentals/Koonvnates
employment
Wanted
Services
Announcements
greeks

Classifieds • 11
Costs: (USD Students, subtract 20%!)
125 characters, 1week—$7;2 weeks—$10
each additional20 characters-$2
25% off all orders of 6 weeks or longer
* alldassifiedsdueby 5 pjn,Jriday prior to print
*purxhasecittAGtkke±winclaworcall260-4714
*late submissions subject to 40% service charge

EARN $500 OR MORE WEEKLY—Stuff
ing envelopes at home. Send long SASE
to: Country Living Shoppers, Dept. J27,
P.O. Box 1779, Denham Springs, LA
70727.
ATTENTION COLLEGE GRADS: Inter
ested in a sales, marketing, or manage
ment career? Call USD Alum- Lisa
Gallagher Kratz at 587-9500.
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT —
Earn up to $8,000+ in two months. Room
and board! Transportation! Male or Fe
male. No experience necessary. Call
(206) 545-4155 ext A5979.
EARN EXTRA $$$ —VISTA is hiring for
Fall 1994 semester. Come on in to UC114
to pick up an application or call X471 4.

,

TRAVELING ABROAD THIS SUMMER?
— Get a Hostelling International Mem
bership To Stay At Over 5,000 Hostels
Worldwide. Call 338-9981.
MAC CLASSIC COMPUTER — $550 or
best offer. Also: Image Writer II, $200 or
best offer. Both purchased in 1991. Good
condition. Simone Farah 260-2724.
CONDO—Fabulous view of LakeMurray!
Payments like rent. 1 BR, 1 Bath, asking
$85,500.5710 Baltimore#419. Call 461 7446 for info.

PROBLEMS WITH FOOD? Therapist
Cindy Ryan, MFCC, specializes in the
treatment of EATING DISORDERS. Call
571-1432 for a free initial brief consult.

t° travel...

TYPING SERVICES — You don't have
time to type yourterm papers, so let us do
it for you. We also provide editing, create
resumes and cover letters, and offer same
day service. Call BRILL ASSOCIATES
@ 275-1727.

AND YOUR WHEELS ARE SOMETHING SPECIAL, TOO.
There's a Ford or Mercury Just Like You...
and Your Ford or Lincoln-Mercury Dealer Has a
Graduation Present to Help Make it Your Own...
• $400 Cash Back or a Special A.P.Rr
Personally speaking, what you drive says a
lot about who you are. So why not say you're
one of the most exciting, fun-loving, even
sensible people going? In other words, why
not say it with a sporty new Ford or Mercury?
Now's the perfect time to make a personal
statement—because the 1994 Ford & Mercury
College Graduate Purchase Program** gives
you your choice of $400 cash back or a
special Annual Percentage Rate* when
you buy a new Ford or Mercury. Or lease your
vehicle and get $400 cash back!

Plus, Ford Credit can offer qualified applicants
pre-approved credit up to $18,000 or the MSRP
whichever is lower, which could mean no down
payment on finance purchases. You may also
defer purchase payments for 120 days in most
states (excluding Michigan, New Jersey,
Pennsylvania, and Washington, DC).
So take time out to see your Ford or
Lincoln-Mercury dealer today and ask about
the College Graduate Purchase Program. It's a
terrific way to show the world just how smart
you really are!

*Special Annual Percentage Rate alternative and Ford Credit programs not available on leases.
**To be eligible, you must graduate with a bachelor's or graduate degree, or be enrolled in graduate school, between 1/1/94 and
9/30/94. This program is in addition to all other national customer incentives; except for other Ford private offers, including the
Young Buyer Program. You must purchase or lease your new vehicle between 1/1/94 and 9/30/95. Some customer and vehicle
restrictions apply, so see your dealer for details.

ATTENDANT WANTED — by prof, dis
abled Woman. M/W/F, 6-Noon; Sun. 7-3.
Own car Personal care. Pat 298-1745.
PERSON TO JOIN ROAD TRIP TO
COSTA RICA — Summer school in
Guadalajara and Costa Rica; learn Span
ish and surf good waves. Alex 488-7873.

RENTAL *
MAMMOTH LAKES: $17-$25 per night
includes kitchen - groups up to 22, (5 BR
- 3 BA HOUSE), 1/2 mile from ski lifts,
544-9093/755-8648.
SOUTH MISSION BEACH —$1,300 per
month (school year), 2BR, 2RA, 3 park
ing, 732 Deal Ct., Fully furnished with
everything, 488-2867.
PACIFIC BEACH — includes utilities.
One block from Mission Bay. Females
only, non-smoker, outgoing, and clean
274-6270.
HOUSING 94-95 — 2BR, 2BA, 3 park
ing, 732 Deal Ct. South Mission Beach
Fully Furnished with everything. $1,300
per month (school year),488-2867.

nmoK MS
TO MY SECOND AND THIRD FLOOR
BAHIA RESIDENTS — You guys are
awsome! Have a great week! Good luck
Seniors ... Jeanne.
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SCRIPPS MESA
STORAGE
STUDENT SUMMER RATES
with USD I. D.

5

X

6

nMedium Yogurt

- $15.

5

X

7

- $17.

5

X

8

- $18.

i

N0 SECURITY DEPOSIT/ NO ADM FEE

$2.99

>i

'Buy 1 get 1 FREE'

Reg. $4.00

11

566-3881

CAR
STORAGE

9780 Candida St.
1/J

Miramax Rd.

1
,
^

.

1-52

is

ur.h

if
N
*

s>

j

Reg. $1.69

|

OUTDOOR

Dozen Donuts ~~j

E^es J./H/94
|
J/11/91
Coupon Special
We serve:
Honey Hill • Continental • Gise

FRESHH DONUTS & YOGURT

L,

1116 Morena Blvd. San Diego, CA 92110
Coupons must be presented at time of purchase

II

Paris
$249*
Paris
Amsterdam
London
Madrid
Milan
Athens

$285*
$285*
$299*
$349*
$379*
$435*

•Above faresare eachway based on roundtnp purchase.
Fa-es are from either LosAnseles orSan Dieso. Taxes not
included and restrictions apply.

Around the world fares
as low as $1199

Council Travel

953 Garnet Ave. • San Diego, CA 92109

Open Saturdays 10 am - 2 pm

270-6401

out in 6-8 shampoos

3=l5Li0a
[Cashier.
I Please till in
I retail price ol ihe

\ Condition 3ini
I product.
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You may even get paid for

reading it.

After all, this book from

MasterCard offers lots of useful tips on finding a real
job, and it's written for students by students. To order
your copy for $9.95, call 1-800-JOB-8894. MasterCard
It's more than a credit card. It's smart money;

© 1994 MasterCard International Incorporated

OLIVER
STONE
'Making Movies Matter

Thursday, April 28
7:30 p.m.
UC Forum

Sponsored by AS Speaker's Bureau and AS Concert Series

14 • Sports
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INTRAMURALS
R E C R E A T I O N
AND

Events • Results • Schedules

The real men step forward
To say the winds were blowing in favor
of Softball's newest champion, Men Among
Boys, may be the largest understatement
ever, as Frank Knafelz and his troop ofbomb
hitters used Mother Nature to their advan
tage en route to the demolition of USD's best
teams.
The champs collected 44 hits and scored
35 runs in their 14 innings of play, first
getting by a feisty FloggingYour Mom, 1611 and then cruising past the future of
intramural softball, Gas House Gang, 19-8.
The day belonged to Greg Sundberg who
pitched two great ball games and also had
two home runs, nine RBI's, seven runs
scored, and six hitson the day. Coupled with
timely hitting from Vince Moiso, Matt
Zoeller, and Knafelz, the greatest team ever
to wear a shirt of the champions showed why
history will never forget their 8-0 season.
To get to the finals, the Men first had to
get past Flogging Your Mom. Despite
getting off to a 5-0 lead, Joe Comins and his
teamcouldnotholdthemonsterback. Itwas
the eight-run sixth inning that ended the
careers of many of USD's best and most
dedicated playersever. To most, the game's
seventh inning will be remembered for years
to come. The Mother Floggers trailed 167 going into that inning, and after two outs,
everyone's attention centered on the plate as
Greg Bettinelli, the league's ambassador

and commissioner, stepped up for his last
intramural softball at-bat. In dramatic fash
ion, after pointing to the left field skyline,
Bettinelli hit a towering 239 foot homerun,
for his first bomb ever. The crowd went
crazy, (all 20 witnesses) for the league's
legend and retiring star.
Most anticipated a Candy Coated
Clowns vs. Men Among Boys final. But
Rookie of the Year, Ryan Blakeman, and a
young posse ofbomb hitters did not cooper
ate as they pounded the Clowns, 19-15. Jeff
Knudson, Josh Brannon and Blakeman led
the hit parade for Gas House Gang as they
showed that if they stay together, the word
dynasty will be a fitting description.

MEN'S SOFTBALL
The Clowns made a game of it as they
trailed 15-5 into the sixth, and erupted with
seven runs. Yet it was not enough as the
young pups held on.
The Gas House Gang thought their en
thusiasm and defense could carry them to
glory, but reality set in with the playing of
Men Among Boys. But some things were
just meant to be, and it was Knafeltz's turn
to put together that would win the cloth.
Hey Frank, congratulations and have a
case of Pepsi on me.

All-star ganie set for Sunday at 5 p.m.
This Sunday at 5 p.m., the league champions, Men Among Boys, will face off in a battle
with the Jeague'sbest players in the lst-annual All Star Classic. All proceeds benfit charity
(Greg Bettinelli's loan payments) and the food and drinks, along with trophies, awards, and
t-shirts will be awarded.
Here are the probable line-ups for Sunday's battle of the ages: A game which will go
9 innings with no mercy rule.
Men Among Bovs

All Stars

Manager - Frank Knafelz

Manager - Greg Bettinelli

Mike Henry - OF
Allen McNamee - SS
Randy Rivera - OF
Vince Moiso - 3B
Greg Sundberg - P
Scott Bucola - OF
Matt Zoeller - IB
Frank Knafelz - 2B
Chris Aparicio - OF
Jason Concannon - C
Tim Lynch - DH
Derek Morse - DH

Steve Watts - OF
Kip Perry - OF
Brad Miller - DH
Ryan Blakeman - 3B
Will Polimiadei - IB
Curtis Demers - DH
Jeff Knudson - DH
Ken Kawachi - OF
Josh Brannon - OF
Pete Halmos - 2B
Mark Daquipa - SS
Greg Bettinelli - P
Mo Chavez - C

Come and watch 25 of the world's greatest softball players in action. First 1000 fans
receive Frank Knafelz and Mo Chavez autographed softballs!

Entries due today!
2x2 scramble golf tournament
Friday, April 27
tee-times stari at 1:30 p.m.
* $8 pefplayer

* Men's/Women's/Co-rec
divisions

5x5 BASKETBALL

Upsets only
in B-league

The 5x5 basketball playoffs got under
way last week, and as expected, the top two
A-league teams advanced to the finals. Nice
Huh? fell behind early in their contest, but
then put on a clinic for Sigma Pi the rest of
the way. Caiy Duckworth scored 24 points
while Rusty Dehorn added 19 and Randy
Rivera scored 18as the No. 1team outscored
Sigma Pi 47-27 in the second half enroute to
an 86-52 victory.
Earlier, it was Greg Wickstrand and
Sigma Pi who staged a second half rally to
reach the semifinals. Trailing by 10 at the
half, SigmaPi reboundedfora48-42victory
over Chronic Fiends. Wickstrand had 18
for the victors.
The other side of the bracket featured the
battle of Phi Kappa Theta. And what a battle
it was. With a crowd of over 50 watching,
Phi Kap A and Phi Kap C played three
overtimes before Seth Longaker's team prevailed62-59. UnfortunatelyforthePhiKap
team, they had to play again the next night.
The No. 2 ranked team, Can Anyone
Beat Us? broke open a close game in the
second half and went on to a 64-54 victory
over Phi Kap A. Mike Still led the way with
17 points and eight rebounds while Justin
Gerber kept it close for the fraternity team,
scoring 16 points.
The top B-league teams did not fare as
well. First it was the No. 2 ranked Cadence
of Silk who could not capitalize on a sizeable
height advantage and fell42-37 to the AsianCaucasian Invasion. The Invasion had
earlier routed Drive By Shooters 55-36 and
just kept going against their highly ranked
opponents. Lui Faleafine had 17 points and
eight rebounds to key the upset.
On the other side of the bracket, Team
Polumbo scored two victories, the second a
40-32 defeat of top ranked Get It Up/Put It
In. Although defense was the key here
was Adam Smith's 18 points that w~re aLo
pivotal in the upset. Unfortunr
it was
also Smith's "gutter mouth" tin,, cost his
team any chance for team of the week hon
ors. Rian Kirkman scored 20 points in a
losing effort.
With the top two teams losing, Forty In
Hand became the team to beat and looked
every part a champion in a 54-37 humilia
tion of Lex Talonis. Jake Slania had 16
points and eight rebounds making Greg
Bettinelli's team the one to beat of the final
four.
The last of the semifinalists was The
Black and Blue. Victor Cruz's team trailed
most of the way but simply wore down
Dream Team 3 enroute to a 42-38 victory.
Dan Furleigh was the story here with 18
points and six rebounds.
In the faculty/staff league, the top two
teams advanced to the championship game.
Arts and Sciences were forced to play with
out their star, Mitch Malachowski, but it
didn't seem to hurt them. Rick Gonzalez
picked up the slack with 21 points and Doug
Payne added 20 as the top team routed P/P
Bailers 66-30. Will Polimadei scored 20 of
the Physical Plant team's 30 points.
In the other semifinal, Sports Center
used their height advantage to great benefit
in a 50-35 win over Takin' It To The Hoop.
With Mike Still and Mike Barney pounding
the glass, Sports Center held a 35-24 re
bounding edge. Still and Barney each scored
11 points.
Domino's Winner: The AsianCaucasian Invasion wins the pizza this

IM distinctions:
best of April 18-24
MEN'S SOFTBALL
Game: Men Among Beys vs. Gas
Gas House Gang
Team: Men Among Boys
Player: Greg Sundberg
CO-REC FOOTBALL
Match: No Ka Oi vs. Dazed and
Confused
Team: No Ka Oi
Male Player: Noah Stanley
Female Player: Hale Yahyapour
CO-REC VOLLEYBALL
Match: Where's Chad? vs. Can't Side
Out
Team: Where's Chad?
Male Player:
Brooks Barnhard
Female Player: Christina Sanchez
MEN'S INDOOR SOCCER
Game: Untouchables vs. Delta Tau
Delta
Team: Pele With An Attitude
Player: GregKeeley
%
.Li • ..
Game: Black and Blue \s Dream
Team 3
Team: Asian-Caucasian Invasion
Player; Dan Furleigh
5x5 (A) BASKETBALL
Game: Phi Kap A vs. Phi Kap C
Team: Nice Huh?
Player: Rusty Dehorn
5x5 (F/S) BASKETBALL
Game: Sports Center vs. Takin' It To
The Hoop
Team: Arts and Sciences
Player: Mike Still

HORSESHOES

Upset in the finals
The inaugural season of doubles horse
shoes came to a close last Sunday with a
major upset in the men's finals. Earlier in
the season, Spike and Mike had defeated
Furley's Hurlers 21-9, 21-20 and were
favored to do so again.
The result appeared routine as the team
of Mike Campbell and Shawn McEachern
took the opening game 21-8. However, led
by the accurate left-handed pitches of Chris
Linssen, Furley's Hurlers took the second
game 21-12. The ultimate game went back
and forth, until Joe Comins, conspicuous by
his absence to this point, took charge with
three ringers. The last ringer wrapped up
the game and the match for Furley's Hurl
ers 21-16.
Chris Linssen's chance for two titles was
squelched when the team of Mike Kwee and
Betsy Kummer took out his co-rec team in
the finals. For the record, it was
Neopseudoutopion Vision defeating
Tatanka 21-12,21-8.
week as their two victories included a big
win over the No. 2 ranked team. Team
Polumbo was also considered. However,
while the Invasion won with relative class,
Team Polumbo wined and cried like a 2year old throughout their two victories.
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Stage is set for playoffs
The regular co-rec football season con
cluded this weekend with three intensely
played games.
The first game matched up No Ka Oi
against Dazed and Confused. For No Ka
Oi, Lang Wasada dropped two bombs on the
Dazed and Confused defense in the form of
beautiful touchdown passes to Kujanca
"Action'' Jackson. The big star for No Ka
Oi on this sunny day was the defense. Play
ing like Arizona's "Desert Swarm," they
held Spike McEachern's offense to zero
points. The only points Dazed and Con
fused scored cameonasafetybyJ.D. "L.T."
Black in the 2nd half. The final score was
13-2.
In the second game, Dazed and Con
fused tried to get some respect back in a bid
to upset the No. 1 ranked notre D.A.M.E.S.
Did they do it? No! There was a lot of talking
in this game, but it was all backed up by the
D.A.M.E.S. Mo "Mirer" Chavez, blessed
with great receivers, again lit up the sky with
three touchdown passes. Noah Stanley and
Allen McNamee each had scoring recep
tions and both covered the Dazed and Con
fused receivers like a blanket. On defense,
Noli "Cherokee" Zosa had four sacks. Fi
nal score, 18-6.
The final game matched up the
D.A.M.E.S. against the Fat Hazis. The
score ended up 26-8 but was played like it
was tied the whole game. For the Hazis,

Odds
4-5
2-1
8-1
20-1

Team
notre D.A.M.E.S.
No Ka Oi
Dazed and Confused
Fat Hazis/Ready Ishas

This has been another great year for the
IM/Rec department. We began many new
programs and projects this year. We
expect these programs will establish the
basis for a new expanding and growing
IM/Rec department. Our goals this year
included reconnecting the campus with a
wellness/fitness theme, educating the fac
ulty/staff of the university on what is
available to them, expanding and broad
ening the recreation classes we offer, in
creasing the number of IM sports leagues,
creating an off campus leisure activity
program and insuring that we offered
adequate informal recreation hours for
our facilities. Our Buddy Board, drop in
aerobics and new equipment check out
have all been a success. The IM program
is still going strong and our aquatics pro
gram has had one year to get its feet wet.
Overall, we are well on our way to creating
a comprehensive recreation program for
the campus wide.
New next year we will begin a recre
ation special event program. This9-event
extravaganza will include a welcome back
2x2 Co-Rec Beach VolleyballBeach Party,
Halloween Hay Ride and Picnic, Bowling
Tournament, Racquetball Tournament and
much more.
We will have in place a
fitness referral program and wellness com
mittee. There will be an aerobics fitness
club and an expanded drop-in aerobics
program. There are some new credit
classes suchasour Pre-Water Safety course
(complete all requirements for WSI),

CO-REC FOOTBALL
This week the playoffs get underway.
Here are a couple of questions to ask your
self. l)CanDanO'Dearekindlehighschool
memories and bring the Hazis to the top? 2)
Can a team with 100 guys find four that want
to win? 3) Can the women for No Ka Oi
intimidate their way to a championship? 4)
Does Jose want a t-shirt badly enough?

If
;

INDOOR SOCCER

76pts.
56
16
<-)12

Intoduction to Triathlon Training and
Women's Self Sefense. In our non-credit
class selection we will offer a noon-time
tennis workout, racquetball class, Tai
Kwon Do class and some new safety
classes.
Finally, next year we will take over an
advising position for all sports as well as
recreation clubs. Weexpecttoworkclose
with foe Sports Club Coordinator and AS
to help increase foe number and types of
recreation clubs on campus.
Next year promises to be bigger and
better than ever. So make sure to leave
some time open to recreate and join a
great groupof peoplegetting the most out
of their college years.

IM/REC UPDATE
In closing, I want to thank all foe
people who have worked so hard to make
this year a success: Our EDRC instruc
tors, our IM Supervisors: Lance Hegerle,
Andy Isaksen, Greg Bettinelli and Noah
Stanley (even if he never got that pay
raise), Assistant IM Director Andy Berg,
all foe hard working officials, foe entire
work study staff, and of course all of you
who participated this year.
It's been great. Have a super summer.
We will see you in the Fall to do it over
again!

CO-REC SOCCER

Call them
Best of the
games, but
best:
not contests the all-stars

Comment
Jose finally wins a shirt
Took title as No. 2 seed last year
Better than last week's results
No one else wanted to play

FRATERNITY STANDINGS
Phi Kappa Theta best of a weak lot

s up

Gary Becker
IM/Rec Director

their only score came on a short dump from
Frank "Dirty" Knafelz to Dan "TOAST,
TOAST, TOAST" O'Dea. On defense, Kat
Wood had Chavez running for his life. She
had threesacks. Also on "D"for the Hazis,
John "E. Allen" Worster played great. He
had a huge interception and a couple of
sacks. WhataboutDanO'Deayoumayask?
From his defensive back position he got
''beat like a drum'' thewhole day. Even the
Energizer rabbit ran by him. For the
D.A.M.E.S., Noah Stanley and Hale
Yahyapour were the stars. Stanley had a
couple of nice touchdown receptions to go
along with three sacks. Yahyapour caught a
short pitch pass from Chavez and scampered
six yards into the end zone. The women on
both of these teams played exceptionally
well.

Co-rec football playoff preview
the latest line

Phi Kappa Theta
Delta Tau Delta
Sigma Pi
Sigma Chi
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There were four games played last
Men
Saturday in the indoor soccer league, but
please don't call any of them "contests." 1st Team
Each was decidedly one-sided.
Mauricio Esquire (Still Kicken)
First up were the Untouchables in their Cameron Peach (Still Kicken)
first game since getting thrashed by Still Mike Barmettler (Probable Cause)
Perfect two weeks ago. This time it was Ernie Delfino (We're Da Shirt)
James Curtis' team on the plus side of a Edward Zetina (Still Kicken1
lopsided score. To give credit to the Delts,
they were only playing with five players and 2nd Team
only trailed 2-0 at the half. They simply ran Ben Miller (Still Kicken)
out of gas. Greg Keeley was the one who J.D. Black (Delta Sigma Pi)
took the most advantage of the Delts' mis Ben Mendoza (Delts)
fortune scoring seven goals in the Untouch Noah Stanley (Delta Sigma Pi)
ables 9-2 victory.
Geoff Gibbs (976-SCORE)
Still Perfect once again routed another
opponent. This time, it was Mugwump who
took the 13-0 thumping. Enough said about
Women
this team.
Unfortunately for Mugwump, they had 1st Team
to play another game, this time against Faith Mailery (Still Kicken)
Schalke04. Nico Stockman'steam showed Jen Fitzgerald (Walking Probable Cause)
no mercy on their tired opponents pasting a Molly Kuykendall (We're Da Shirt)
15-2 loss on them. Stockman scored five Jenn Tannone (Candiru)
goals while Pascal Boivin and Goetz Lori Bowers (Delts)
Neumann added four each. Chris Woo and
Charles"I am just trying to make something 2nd Team
happen'' Campbell each scored to prevent a Vicki Brienza (Still Kicken)
double-shutout day.
Elaine Milligan (Delts)
Finally, it was Devin Volpe's four goals Christy Burchyns (976-SCORE)
that led Pele With An Attitude to a 6-2 Liz Mahoney (Delta Sigma Pi)
victory over WT and Steve. Message to Amy Santucci (Walking Probable Cause)
W.T. and Steve: One controversial "nogoal call" (correct, by the way) is not the MaleM.V.P.: Cameron Peach
difference in a four-goal game.
Female M.V.P.: Faith Mallery
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Subway IM
CO-REC
VOLLEYBALL
game of the
week
Finals set
Date: Saturday, April 30
Time: 11 a.m.
Sport: Indoor Soccer
Match-up: Still Perfect vs. Schalke 04
The Subway IM Game of the Week moves
to the indoor soccer rink for this semester's
final installment. The league' s regular sea
son ends with a match-up of the top two
teams and while many have already con
ceded the title to Still Perfect, it must be
noted that Schalke 04 has outscored their
first two opponents 23-3.
It is likely these teams will meet again for
the championship. However, that contest
will only be for a shirt, this one is for the
food:' A party platter from the Subway on
Morena Boulevard.

" SPECIAL EVENT

USDers fare
well at over
the line
Did you miss the Over The Line tourna
ment last weekend? If you did, you missed
a great beach softball tournament. This
sport, unique to San Diego, is always a fun
sport to play and watch.
USD only had three teams entered in the
open division. However, the team of J.D.
Choy, Nico Geresos and Jake Traba went all
the way to the championship game when
they finally lost to a U.C.S.D. team in seven
innings by a score of 3-2.
Also playing in this tournament were
Frank Knafelz, Randy Rivera and the team
ofRyanBlakeman, Chad Seberand Jermain
Ruckner. Although the latter team had no
experience in this sport they had a great time
hitting a few home runs and making some
fine catches. Speaking of catches, J.D.
Choy's defensive play in the last game was
definitely a plus in keeping them in the
game. At the beginning of the tournament it
looked as if Frank Knafelz's team would be
the team to reckon with. However, they lost
to Choy's team in the first round of playoffs.
If you missed this year's tournament you
missed a great time. Next year make sure
you save the OIL weekend on your calendar.

for tonight
Tonight at 8 p.m., Where's Chad? and
Myagi-Do face off for this year's co-rec
volleyball championships. Myagi-Do had a
relatively easy time making it to the finals as
their opponent, Foreplay, could not find
enough players and had to forfeit their semi
final game. This is interesting as in the
previous game, Foreplay wonby a forfeit as
No Ka Oi no showed up for their game. I
guess Andy was right. No Ka Oi decided to
stick to football.
Where's Chad? had a more difficult
time making it to the final round as Can't
Side Outpushed them to three games. In the
first game, Brooks Barnhard was unstoppable
with eight kills and Chad's team won the
game 15-8. In the second game, Dave Cho
(seven kills) and Mark Geizied (five kills)
took on a tiring Barnhard and evened the
match witha 16-14 win. The final game was
a seesaw battle, however, towards the end,
the aces by Christina Sanchez, the defense
by Serey Heng and a little recovery by
Barnhard (14 kills for the night) brought
them back to win 15-10.
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IM rankings
as of April 25, 1994
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

CO-REC SOCCER
Still Kicken
Delta Sigma Pi
We're Da Shirt
Walking Probable Cause
976-SCORE

l.
2.
3.
4.
5.

WOMEN'S TENNIS
Farren Last
Kelly Kreisle
Emily Faust
Julie Watters
Michele Fallon

MEN'S VOLLEYBALL
Disorder on the Court
4 XXL's
We Can't Win
Joe's Team
Phi Kappa Theta - A

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.

5X5 (A) BASKETBALL*
Nice Huh
Can Anyone Beat Us
Phi Kap A
Sigma Pi
Phi Kap C

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.

5X5 (B) BASKETBALL*
Forty In Hand
The Black and Blue
Team Polumbo
Asian-Caucasian Invasion
Cadence of Silk

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.

5X5 (F/S) BASKETBALL*
Arts and Sciences
Sports Center
Taking it to the Hoop
P/P Bailers
Bookstore

I.
2.
3.
4.

CO-REC FOOTBALL*
notre D.A.M.E.S.
No Ka Oi
Dazed and Confused
Fat Hazis/Ready Ishas

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

CO-REC (A) VOLLEYBALL*
Myagi-Do
Where's Chad?
Can't Side Out
Foreplay
Hell No

1.
2.
3.
4.

CO-REC (B) VOLLEYBALL
Return of Boo Bombers
No Ka Oi
Free Agents
Dig This!

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

MEN'S INDOOR SOCCER*
Still Perfect
Schalke 04
Pele With An Attitude
Sigma Chi
Sunshine and Friends

WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL
Ohh Saki
Cactus and Coconuts
Whoa
Free Agents

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
PHInatics
Taps
Mighty Power Rangers
CO-REC SOFTBALL
Bats N Balls
Doggie Style
Go Deep
Delta Sigma Pi
Who Came First

TABLE TENNIS

MEN'S FLOOR HOCKEY
Hansen's
Mauling Vikings
Yahweh
Little Men With Big Sticks
Not My Laundry

Heng and Pillar
take title
As expected, the table tennis title went
to the team of Serey Heng and Jeff Pillar.
However, the way in which they won was a
little surprising.
The final pitted Heng's team against
Dirk Lashnik's team who had earlier won
their semifianl 57-49. It had been assumed
all the time that Serey Heng was the league's
best player and the reason that his team was
the top seed. However, he lost his singles
game 22-20 and Heng and Pillar also lost the
doubles game 21-14. This left it upto Pillar,
who came through like a champion, taking
his singles game 21-8 and giving the top
seeds the championship 57-49.

MEN'S SOFTBALL
Men Among Boys
Gas House Gang
Flogging Your Mom
Candy Coated Clowns
Off the Wall
MEN'S (A) TENNIS
Brian Jacobsen
Bryan Davis
Francois Carriere
Paul Sumagaysay
Laurent Lesaigle

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

MEN'S (B) TENNIS
J.R. Rodriguez
Bonick Koo
Christopher Syran
Carleton Britt
Neil Lugo

.t

•League still ongoing

law® HeocGa
Bar & Grill
is
• Spicy Fish Tacos
• Shrimp Cocktail
• Cabo Quesadilla
• Brie / Calypso Quesadilla
• Tabasco, Veracruz Wings • and more...
our 4-7 Happy Hour (Weekends llam-5pm)!
Pacific

Boardwalk

Ocean

Guiva Beach .

3714 Mission Blvd., Mission Beach (£) 488-6688
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Softball aspires
for league title
Mike Tanghe

duration of the tournament will
be played this weekend at host
St. Mary's.
The Toreros last competed for
Opportunity presents itself in a league title back in 1987 when
grand style this weekend for the the West Coast Athletic Con
USD softball team. The Toreros ference, since renamed the
will compete for their first WCC, sponsored Softball. Cur
league title in seven years as rently the W1SL consists of
schools
Loyola
they take part in the inaugural WCC
Western Intercollegiate Softball Marymount, St. Mary's, and
League Tournament this Friday SantaClara. USD, With a21 -19
through Sunday, April 29-May record leads the pack with SMU
trailing at 21-29-1, LMU at 91, in Moraga.
USD, under first-year coach 24 and SCU bringing up the rear
Lin Adams, takes part in early at 6-48.
Last week, USD had the bur
round robin play this Wednes
day, April 27, playing host to den of six games in only three
Loyola Marymount University days. The toil played its toll on
in a 3 p.m. doubleheader at the. the Toreros as they dropped
USD Softball Complex. The doubleheaders to Cal State-San
Sports Co-Editor

• STAR
continued from page 16
does something about it." Well,
Hrdina is certainly not in that posi
tion. Yet Collins would like to see
some areas of his game grow. "It
would help him to come up to the
net and use the angles," said Coll ins,
although he did credit Hrdina for
starting his growth already. "To
wards the end of the season he started
using the size of the court and he
started approaching the net," added
Collins. This signals a potential

breakthrough in Hrdina's style of
tennis: smart power. And with

"His work ethic, foot
work and technique are
quite solid. He enjoys
being out there."
-Ed Collins
USD Tennis coach
Hrdina, the only thing is this. H e
has the time to develop as a player.

If you would like to include
your event in this box, send typed
information to: USD VISTA; do
Sports Editor;5998AlcalaPark;
San Diego, CA 92110-2492.
Please remember to include
time, date, place, purpose, the
event title and some background
of the event. All submissions are
due two weeks prior to publica
tion. The USD VISTA reserves
the right to deny servicing of
press releases.

Bernardino, by scores of 6-3 and
7-0, and UC-San Diego, 9-6 and
5-4, before taking both games
from Santa Clara at home, 2-0
and 6-5.
The Toreros leading hitter,
senior Melissa Reinard, missed
several of the weekends games
with an ankle injury. Sopho
more Andrea Marino moved to
within three games and three
shutouts shy of Tiffany
Wasilcwski's single-season
records set in 1991. Marino has
19 wins and seven shutouts. In
other Toreros team news sopho
more catcher Debbie Smith has
hit safely in her last nine games
and freshman infielder Jennifer
Milo has struck out just once in
130 plate appearances this season.

Results

two seniors, Melissa Sortino
and Jill Shaver. Shaver was
also honored as the team's
Most Valuable Player. The
Most Improved Player was
junior Nya Jensen, Best De
fensive Player was junior
Vicki de Jesus, the Hustle
Award went to sophomore
Laura King, and sophomore
Michele Brovelli won the
Coach's Award.

Rugby

Only one day after the last match
of a long and punishing season,
Hrdina was back on court. After
telling a nearby spectator how tired
he was he turned to teammate
TimTruebenbach and said,"'We' re
going to hit or what?"
And he hit the ball hard. Some
times it sailed long or slapped the
net. But always hard and flat. His
tough strokes seemed natural, but
actually have required hard work
aand an iron determintion to pol
ish. The strong will is what comes
natural to Bobby. The tough tennis
is a result of it.

On Saturday, the rugby team
faced an old, decreped
opponent. That's right,
the alumni were in town.
The USD Old Boys
somehow managed to
pull off an upset, defeat
ing USD, 18-12. Lucas
Haan and Jeff Charles
scored for USD . On
April 30, five, players
will represent USD in the
North vs. South game.
The Pacific Coast Griz
zlies will be selected
from this all-star game.
Those players are Mike
Murphy, Scott Lee, Mar
tin Small, Lucas Haan
and Mike Henry.

Women's basketball
The women's basketball
team had their banquet and
awards ceremony Tuesday
night. The annual event,
which symbolizes the end
of the 1993-94 year, hon
ors the seniors and those
who were voted team
awards. USD graduated

Congratulations
\

U(SD Women's 'Parsity Crew

Crew
The USD men's and
women's varsity and
novice crew teams con
tinue to prepare for the
upcoming Pacific Coast
Championships to be
held on May 21-22 with
a pair of competitions
this weekend.
The
Toreros' women's crew
squads will appear in the
UCLA Miller Cup, to be
held Saturday, April 30,
in the shores of . The
USD men's varsity and
novice rowers will take
part in the Newport Re
gatta on Sunday, Mayl,
in Newport Beach.
Last week, the USD
women's Varsity Eight,
under first-year coach
Leeanne Crain, earned a
silver medal at the State
School Championships
held in Sacramento.
Brooks Dagman's men's
Varsity Eight finished
second to Orange Coast
College in a dual race at
Newport Beach.

For your silver medal finish in
the State School Championships
Top 10 Reasons to attend
Padres games
10. Better entertainment than
a comedy club.
9. Share chewing tobacco
with Derek Bell.
8. It's nice to get out once in a
while.
7. Because your Dallas Mav
erick season tickets ran out.
6. Makes you appreciate
cities with real franchises.
5. You can collect souvenir

PRESIDIO LIQUOR
*

5139 Linda Vista Rd.
San Diego, CA. 92110

cups after the game.
4. Pick up big leauge tips
on how to solicit girls on
Midway Ave.
3. More privacy than a
movie theater for you and
your date.
2. You just can't beat those
ball park franks.
1. Low crowds increase
odds of appearing on
Padrevision.

Boone's
Strawberry Hill
BUY 1, GET 1 FREE
Limit 2 per coupon

Expires 5/11/94_
SPECIAL COUPON OFFER

$1 OFF
Any 12-Pack of B
Expires 5/11/94

JJ
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Mhds
walked down one foul line
and watched the Expos
pitcher warm up. I walked
down the other bascl ineand
watched the Padre pitcher
warm up. This was pretty
exciting stuff. Then I fi
nally saw someone with
whom I could relate. It was
Blooper, the Padres mas-

Mike's
Day
v
J
Mike Tanghe
Sports Co-Editor
The school year is winding down and most of us are feeling
the crunch of too much schoolwork and finals right around the
comer. I am a little tired of the whole school routine, so when
my partner-in-crime, fellow Sports Editor Jeff Charles pro
posed a "Day at the Murph" I was excited. Excited because
I would miss my running class and I would have a chance to
see firsthand how. good the San Diego Padres really are.
Well, I was not disappointed. I did get to miss my running
class. As far as the Padres being that good, my sources must
have misinformed me. A good clue came when I called the
Padre ticket office the day before the game to inquire as to
what time the festivities were to start and the lady on the
phone replied, "Well, what time can you make it?"
With that in mind I told Jeff that we should be sure to show
up early so as to be assured of finding a good parking spot.
Jeff obliged and picked me up at 10 a.m. Our adventure had
begun.
Upon arrival, the parking lot lady greeted us as if she hadn't
seen anyone in days. She instructed us to park in the spot
reserved for the Padre Player-of-the-Week, because it had
been vacated since late 1992. While driving in, 1 was
pleasantly surprised to see a few die-hard tailgaters. Upon
closer inspection, judging from the shape these people were
in, I correctly assumed that they were left over from the last
Charger home game. We parked right next to the airport
shuttle that was left running in case any new young talent
surfaced and could be shipped off to another franchise.
We picked up our VISTA press passes and entered through
gate H. We asked for directions to the clubhouse from a man
picking up the trash last night's fan had left and he directed us
to an elevator. From there we descended into the depths of
Jack Murphy Stadium, into the land where the Padres roam.
Half-expecting to see the cast from "Major League 2," I

Jeff gets an interview and a beer

Jeffs Day
Jeff Charles
Sports Co-Editor
While Mike Tanghe had a time to remember at the Murph,
I can assure you that my day was more meaningful and
exciting. Not only was "Day at the Murph" my idea, but 1

Jeff and Mike look on from the press
box
was pleasantly surprised to be greeted by a real-life ballplayer
who had just exited the locker room. I turned to catch his
name from the back of the jersey and then I remembered that
with the rate people come and go in this organization, not even
the mascot gets its name on the back of its jersey. Jeff and I
tried to act like we knew what we were doing so we made our
first right turn into a tunnel. It took us past the umpires' room.
I was tempted to inquire whether Enrico Palatzo would be
working the plate today but my judgment got the better of me.
I opened up a door and poof, we were on the field of the
Murph.
Real-life reporters were conducting interviews with reallife ballplayers, and here I was. 1 guess I didn't look too
conspicuous though as instantly security came up to me and
demanded to see my pass. I misunderstood them and was
wondering why in the hell would these guys want to look at
my butt, when one looked at my blaze orange press credential
hanging from my belt and pronounced me okay. Still in a
stupor and slightly scared, I wondered, "Okay for what?"
Then itdawned on me what they really wanted and I chuckled.
With that little incident behind me I was all set to report. I

,

Mike ta es a
swing at Blooper

cot. I observed the stan
dard procedure when dealing with a mascot, but kicking it and
pulling on its hat grew tiresome. When it refused to answer
me about whether it really did eat the San Diego Chicken, I
decided to have fun elsewhere. I watched batting practice and
was mustering up my courage to ask if I could take a few
cuts— I mean, what the hell, Michael Jordan did and he never
even played USD rugby— I decided to hang out with my
peers in the press box.
I rode the press elevator up to the press floor and thought
I might as well go for some press food, complimentary, of
course. I entered a dining room complete with a buffet set up
with some inviting hot food. I grabbed a plate and was all set
to dig in and fill myself with all the free food my system could
fit. Then reality hit me like an Andy Benes fastball. No, it
wasn't that soft, but you get the message. The waiter, a mere
commoner, told me, a distinguished journalist, that this was
a private party. I toldhim about my decorated presscareer and
he said that's great but the press dining room was next door.
With a huff I left to a room I envisioned to be full of food, but
it turned out to be old popcorn and warm pop. But it was free,
so I salvaged what was left of my pride and had a seat.
The game turned out to be pretty good. The Padres lost, but
that was a given, and it was only by one run. That was as good
as a win in some Padres fans' scorebooks, and people around
me said I was lucky I did not attend a game in wh ich they were
10-runned. With the facts of the game in mind I went down

see

MIKE on page 19

organized and planned the entire event. I had a press pass, me some of his chewing tobacco. We sat next to each other
good for access everywhere, while Mike had a mere photo and began talking, stopping only to spit.
The game was getting under way and Bell went on to the
pass, good for the field only.
1 entered the stadium with many questions on my mind field, leaving me with one of the most memorable experi
about the Padres and about the season. Once on the field and ences of my life. I began taking pictures of the game, while
next to the players and coaches, I realized that my questions Mike looked on in envy.
After four innings, I decided it was time to head up to the
would be answered. Unfortunately, it was an 80-ycar old
Padre fan and an aging beer vendor that would supply me with press box. 1 was shocked to discover that there was no
concession stand nearby. So I venthese answers.
turcd off in search of beer and hot
My first interview was conducted
with Archi Cianfrocco. I held back "Sales have dropped about 50 dogs.
Our next goal was to interview
on the "What is your favorite veg
fans. We figured only a die-hard
etable?" question and went for all percent the last two years."
Padre fan could explain what hap
— Willie Hendrix, beer vendor
the marbles.
pened to my favorite team. Mikeand
"So, after you have a decent year
at the Murph
I approached an elderly man wearing
with the Padres, where do you ex
a Padre hat. He looked as though he
pect to get traded?" I asked.
"I wanna stay here. Its a great ballpark." Cianfrocco had too much to drink and was using the wall to keep himself
from falling.
replied.
"Why do you attend Padre games?" we asked.
I continued to ask Cianfrocco questions that I felt needed
"What?" replied Wes Griswald, a Padre fan since 1969.
to beanswered, but he kept looking at me, wondering who the
heck I was. That didn't matter, I got what I wanted, besides Apparenllly he was hard of hearing.
I would go on to bigger and better interviews.
"Why do you continue to come to the stadium?"
Hitting coach Bruce Bochy was my next victim. Bochy
"Because I love baseball," Griswald said.
shared many of my concerns about the inexperience of the
"What do you think of the Padres this year?" we asked.
ballclub and was just as disappointed about the attendance.
"They could be better. They have to spend more money."
I chatted with several other players, making friendships
that will last forever. Derek Bell made my day and year by
see JEFF on page 19
sharing something special with me. That's right, he offered
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Padres
Jeff Charles
Sports Co-Editor

and steal 50 bases.
—Phil Clark. A good utility man.
The Padres haven't found a posi
tion for him, but with his power
they haven't been able to keep him
out of the lineup.
—Archi Cianfrocco. He has po
tential and can swing the bat, but
isn't consistent. He will be lucky to
hit .250.
—Brad Ausmus. He had a good
spring training, but once again in
experience will cause him to
struggle.
—Ricky Gutierrez. A good short
stop with a cannon. Gutierrez is
very similar to Tony Fernandez, but
when he'll reach that potential is a
question mark.
—Dave Stalon. Slaton is in a
hitting slump right now that could
last the rest of the sea
son. With only 70 major
league at-bats, Slaton is
yet another inexperi
enced Padre.
The Padre bench
doesn't have any veter
ans, nor does its pitching
staff. Andy Benes is the
only quality pitcher on
the staff, and even he
can' t seem to find a win.
The Padres have some
good young talent, along
with a superb outfield.
Without much of a pitching staff, the Padres have been dig
ging themselves into holes. It is
difficult for a team as inexperienced
as the Padres to consistently come
from behind.
"We gotta scratch to get runs,"
said Gwynn,."It's very difficult to

Going into last week's game vs.
the Montreal Expos, the Padres were
in last place and had the worst record
in baseball. After the game, the
Padres were still in last and had
dropped their record to 3-14.
Some people would characterize
the team's play of late as being
pathetic. Others might have ex
pected the Padres to be in dead last.
Perhaps the only bright spot for the
entire season is Mr. Padre, Tony
Gwynn. Gwynn went 3-for-4 last
Thursday and is currently batting
.448, earning this week's National
League Player of the Week honors.
Derek Bell has been on a hot
streak as well, batting .296 with
five homersand onearrest for solic
iting a prostitute.
Bell and Gwynn
are just two strong
links in a weak
chain. There is no
doubt that Gwynn
will have another
outstanding year
and Bell will con
tinue put up the big
numbers, but how
will the rest of the
team fare?
—Phil Plantier.
If Plantier can pro
duce like he did last
year, then the Pa
dres will have one
of the best outfields
in the National
League.
—Bip Roberts.
The only good thing
about the Padres let
ting him go to Cin
cinnati was the fact
that they got him
back. He has the
Tony Gwynn
potential to hit .300

come from behind all the lime, but
we have to deal with it and win

have to deal with the adversity."
One of these young players hap
pens to be Staton. When
asked about the adversity
he replied, "I know I can
hit at this level. It's diffi
cult being young and pa
tient with myself, but
Tony's been giving us tips.
We're lucky to havea guy
with his experience and
knowledge of the game
around."
With just under 10,000
people attending home
games and the worst record
in baseball, there hasn't
been much cheering go
ing on at Jack Murphy Stadium.
Could this be one of the worst Padre
teams? Well, the Padres just swept
the Phillies this weekend to close
out their homestand. This three
game winning streak is their long
est of the season, they are 6-14.

Tony Gwynn
games.
There are also concerns that some
of theseyounger players aren' t ready
to compete.consistently at the ma
jor league level. "Our younger hit
ters are overmatched by veteran
pitchers," said Gwynn, "We just

is one of baseballs premiere players.

•JEFF

continued, from page 18

1

Derek Bell has been one of the few bright
spots for the Padres

"It's very difficult to
come from behind all
the time, but we have
to deal with it and
win games

I MIKE
to conduct my first post-game inter
view.
Determined not to suffer "Lisa
Olson Syndrome," I braced myself
for the barrage of sexual harass
ment that I heard the members of
the press experience from the bat
girls I wanted to interview. Fate
dealt me a cruel hand, however, as
the clubhouse security stopped me
from entering the lockerroom. They
said my pass was only good for the
field. Alas, my fairy-tale-like day
had reached its climax and conclu
sion in the same scene.
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Jeff(left), Blooper(middle) and Mike(right)

Griswald shared many of the
same feelings that is keeping most
fans from coming to the ballpark. It
was time to move on and get an
other beer. What better person to
interview than someone who has
been working at the Murph for 11
years. Weapproached the beerstand
and began our interview with Willie
Hendrix.
"What has attendance done to
beer sales?" I asked.
"Sales have dropped about 50

percent the last two years," replied
Hendrix. "I like it when it's busy
and am glad to be working by my
self."
It was the seventh inning stretch,
the beer line was getting long and it
was time to get back to the field.
Mike and I witnessed the Padres
come close to winning, but their
rally was cut short and they lost, 54.
I went in the locker room for the
post-game interviews, while Mike
was left to wait in the hall. After
talking with Tony Gwynn, I knew
my day had finally peaked. Mike
and I drove off with notes, pictures
and the feeling a journalist gets af
ter finishing an assignment.

Thursday
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Baseball struggles against SCU
Matt Simons
Staff Writer

The USD baseball team was
swept in three games by Santa
Clara, 3-2,6-2,11-6, ending a sixgame winning streak. The Broncos
successfully dashed the Toreros'
West Coast Conference title hopes,
putting them seven games behind
first place. USD's record fell to 2321-1 and 9-12 in WCCaction. Santa
Clara took all six games from USD
this season.
In the first game of the series,
junior right-hander Mike Saipe
struck out a career-high 11 batters
over seven innings in the losing
cause. Saipe's record is now 8-2.
Brady Clark was the hitting star
for the Toreros, hitting 3-for-4 with
two doubles. Eric Morton also
helped out, picking up two more
hits.
USD held the lead through the
sixth inning, when the Broncos
sparked a three-run rally. The
Toreros tried to hold their lead in
the eighth, when David Romero
lead off with a single, but he was
picked off at first-base. Clark
doubled to the right-field gap, but
the Broncoscut him down trying to
stretch the hit into a triple.
In the second game, Karl
Thompson's grand slam was
enough for the Broncos to pull off

the 6-2 victory. Travis Burgus(63) pitched the complete game for
USD, giving up nine hits, includ
ing that big homer.
Karl Schmidt and Steve Ashton
each contributed two hits apiece.
The Toreros picked up only eight
hits and seven strikeouts in the

SCU

USD
2

game 1

3

2

game 2

6

6

game 3

11

loss.
The third game of the series was
postponed untilSunday, due torain.
Sunday's game was a matchup
of powerful offenses, with a total
of 29 hits in the game, 17 coming
from the Broncos. SCU dominated
the Toreros and won 11-6.
Larry Williams went 2-for-3 with
a double and three runs and Schmidt
went 3-for-4 with a RBI. Eric
Morton also picked up a hit to
extend his streak to 13 games.
USD took the lead in the second
inning with Eric Morton's tworun double and Jake Slania's sacri

fice fly. The Toreros
started the third inning
with two singles.
When Clark, lined a
drive to right field, but
Santa Clara's center
fielder made a fulllength dive to make the
out and keep the run
ners at their bases.
Williams then hit
into a double play to
end the threat.
Santa Clara
opened the flood
gates in the sixth in
ning when they
picked up five runs
on five hitsand three
USD errors. Mike
Freehill started for
the Toreros and
picked up his fourth
loss of the season.
The Toreros will
meet St. Mary's Col
lege in a three-game
WCC series on Friday
and Saturday, April
29-30, at Louis Guisto
field in Moraga. The
USD-Cal
State
Northridge game that
was scheduled for
Tuesday, April 26, was
cancelled due to rain.
This game will not be
rescheduled.

,>c.

USD's hitting has been its bright spot this year

Bobby Hrdina: rising star for USD tennis
Hector Roberts
Special to the Vista
When Bobby Hrdina walks on a tennis
court others naturally look, because Hrdina
hits the ball rather hard. It comes naturally.
What did not come naturally was his first
season in the USD men's tennis team. His
tennis was rough in the beginning, but im
proved steadily,eventually becoming a posi
tive aspect in a USD team that had a 13-13
season.
Hrdina managed to match a USD record by
leading the starting top six players with a 3419 overall record. Not even four-time AilAmerican Jose Luis Noriega accomplished
that feat. Noriega is now ranked 190th in the
world and rising.
"Bobby puts a lot of himself into his tennis
and tries his best. For a freshman he had a
solid record," said USD coach Ed Collins.
Hrdina joined the team in the middle of the
year, missing the Fall practice and tourna
ment season. Hrdina, however, quickly be
came a regular in the lineup. "The beginning
was rough," said Hrdina, "1 felt pretty ner
vous." But as soon as he started smashing the

ball the jitters disappeared. It is Bobby's
nature. "Ever since I picked up a racquet I
have hit harder than my opponents. I just try
to hit the ball hard. I can't help it." But
Hrdina found that smashing the ball did not

"Ever since I picked up a
racquet I have hit harder than
my opponents. I just try to hit
the ball hard. I can't help it."
-Bobby Hrdina
USD Tennis

always win matches: "Against certain play
ers hitting hard works. But against others I
must have a taste of what I need. I need
variety."
Hrdina found this to be true rather quickly.
At the National Blue-Gray Classic in Ala
bama, Hrdina faced a top-notch player from
North Carolina. "I had a real dogfight,"

remembered Hrdina. "I was hilling the ball
hard, like I wanted. But he just outsluggcd
me."
Ed Collins, the pensive mentor of the often
nationally ranked USD team, knows Bobby's
tremendous ability. But he also acknowl
edges the areas open for improvement in his
tennis. "His game is built on a small margin
for error. He hits hard and flat. It looks
impressive, especially in practice. But it's
difficult to keep the same level in a match," he
said. Yet Collins is willing to work with
Hrdina in order to fine-tune his game. "His
work ethic, footwork and technique are quite
solid. He enjoys being out there," Collins
said. He admits that Hrdina's aggressive
style, however, has not hurtat all. "He makes
a lot of unforced errors," said Collins with
seriousness, then quickly added, "but he
makes them being aggressive, which in the
long run helps him."
Hrdina agreed. "I never doubt myself. I
am always going tohitthe ball hard. Iflcan't
hit the ball hard it's not going to work." So
what happens to the win-loss record of a ball
-murdering baseliner? In basketball it is said
that the team that lives by thc-thrcc-poinl shot

dies by the three-point.shot. Well, in this case
hitting with power has only helped Hrdina.
He quickly grasped the no.3 singles spot,
an impressive feat considering he had just
joined the team. He also played superb in
doubles alongside a fiery competitor in J.J.
Shobar. More telling about Hrdina, though,
is his love for the game of tennis and his
desire to succeed. "He probably plays more
than anyone else on the team," said Collins.
"When he's out there [on court] you can see
his joy at hitting a tennis ball."
The winning side is more complex. At
USD it involves upholding the expectation of
winning. Constantly. But Hrdina has no
trouble with this. "I am pretty competitive
when it comes to tennis. It's a really crappy
feeling when you lose. I just don't like to
lose," he said. This fiery outlook has helped
him settle in the very competitive field of
collegiate tennis. And it has worked well so
far.
Collins has said before that "when you lose
loo many times, the championship player

see STAR on page 17
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Business majors honored

Students makin' waves

J Beta Gamma Sigma recognizes 53 new members

Fiona Chaney
Staff writer

Fiona Chaney
Staff Writer

Beta Gamma Sigma, the Na
tional Honor Society for the Colle
giate Schools of Business inducted
53 new members on Sunday, April
24. Membership in Beta Gamma
Sigma is the highest national rec
ognition a student can receive in
an undergraduate or master's pro
gram in bujsincss or management.
To be eligible for membershipcan
didates must rank in the top 7 per
cent of the junior class, upper 10
percent of the senior class, or up
per 20 percent of the graduating
master's class. Those who are
inducted into Beta Gamma Sigma
quite obviously are highly deserv
ing of their honors.
Beta Gamma Sigma was
founded as a national organization
in 1913. The mission of this orga
nization is to encourage and honor
high academic achievement and
personal excellence in the study
and practice of business. The
Honor Society seeks to maintain
four objectives. Their first objec
tive is defined in their mission
while the other three are described
as, "Foster in BGS members an
enduring commitment to the prin
ciples and values of the society:
honor and integrity,pursuitof wis
dom and earnestness. Support the
advancement of business thought,
at both the national and chapter
levels, so as toeqcourage life-long
learning for the Society's mem
bers and other constituents."

lllli

Michael Woore presents award to Eric Ludwig.
Lastly, "Enhance the visibility and
reputation of Beta Gamma Sigma."
The induction ceremony was

ner that was served. Immediately
following dinner, new inductees
went through the ritual ceremony
and were pinned as members of
Beta Gamma Sigma. Vice Presi
dent Christopher Linssen reflected
on his initiation into BGS by stating
"It is a great opportunity to be rec
ognized for your academic achieve
ments at USD." New inductee
Robert Dean also commented on
his honor, "it is nice to know that
there isan organization who recog
nizes those who have put in the long
hours of studying needed to rank in
the topof the various classes." Beta
Gamma Sigma holds initiation each

"It is nice to know that
there is an organization
who recognizes those
who have put in the log
hours of studying
needed to rank in the
top of the various
classes.
—Robert Dean
kicked off with words from BGS
President Michael Woore. Father
Paul Donovan also said a few words
and offered the blessing for the din

semester so if you are a business
major with a strong GPA, the honor
of being inducted into BGS might
help motivate you to stay in the
library on that nice sunny day.

Earn up to 15 units this summer!

at SDSU's

Summer
Sessions

The USD Waterski Club is
one of the best-kept secrets on
this campus. If you have ever
been interested in getting in some
extra ski time this is the club for
you. The Mission Bay Aquatic
Center provides the equipment
as wellasnew 1994CorrcctCraft
Ski Nautiques for the club to ski
behind. (There really is no better
way to ski.) The club is now in
its second year of competition
but participation in the tourna
ments is not obligatory.
Last season the club had a
strong finish and placed fourth
in the San Diego State Univer
sity Tournament. Team member
John Sackeu skied a personal
best in this tournament by
completing three bouys at 36
mph at 15 feet off. Todd
Moutafian, team captain, be
lieves that "John as well as the
rest of the men's team shows a

lot of promise for the spring sea
son."
Currently the team roster in
cludes five solid A skiers and is
in desperate need of some strong
female skiers. The first
tournement was held the week
end of March 18-20 at Ski West
in Bakersfield and is put on by
Cal Poly San Luis Obisbo.
Rumor has it these tourna
ments arc as much of a social
event as they are a competition.
Sign-ups arc available through
Club President Dan Ettlich, who
can be reached at 488-6526 or
through Todd Moutafian at 4881621. Regular, that is non-ski
meetings arc held every other
Tuesday in Scrra 315 at noon.
For those who feel they need a
littkc more practice before join
ing the club the Mission Bay
Aquatic Center offers waterski
classes for extremely low rates
and all equipment is provided.
Additional information regard
ing classes can be obtained by
calling 488-1036.

JSD's Todd Moutafian during a competition.

HOW TO CRAM
FOR SUMMER

May 31-August 19, 1994
• Sessions begin throughout the summer
• More than 750 courses from over 50 departments!
• Uncrowded campus — no parking congestion

Register by mail now, or in person beginning
May 2, at the College of Extended Studies,
5630 Hardy Avenue, from 8:30 am-4:30 pm
Monday-Friday

Rent Now And Get 4 Months
For The Price Of 3*
It's amazing how much stuff you can cram into one Public Storage
rental space for the summer. It's even more amazing how little you'll pay.
We have lots of private spaces in many convenient sizes at affordable monthly rates.
Show your Student ID and get 4 months for the price of 3.*

Call SDSU
Summer Sessions

• Furniture, sports equipment
• Household goods, books
• Professional managers
• Temporary or long term

594-5152
for information or to
have a free catalog
mailed to you!

—

WITH THIS COUPON

Rent Now And Get 4 Months For The Price Of 3!*
Just Show Your Student ID
SAN DIEG0-M0RENA

MISSION BAY

984 Sherman Street

5175 Pacific Hwy

Next to Auto Parts Club
and Teo Leo Restuarant

Next to Highway Patrol
and 91X Radio Station

260-0140

299-8853

PUBLIC
STORAGE'

RENTAL SPACES

Subject to availability on selected sizes. Limit one space per customer. New rentals only. Does not
include applicable deposits or fees. Offer expires June 30, 1994.

VSP94
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Future Connections
I Student Alumni Association active at USD
Darcie Maclntire

Staff Writer
The USD Sudent Alumni Asso
ciation , which consists of 25 mem
bers, is succeeding in its goal of
uniting students and alumni.
Valerie Attisha, president of SA A,
said that some of the main activities
the association is responsible for
include planning and execution of
Career day and the SAA chaired the
senior banquet.
"We put on the entire alumni
homeoming weekend. Which ranges
from the dinner dance to the tail gate
Alumni Association at Homecoming banquet.
party to the Gree reception and
mass," Attisha said.
Attisha said that the annual alumni Christmas mass
evaluations and always say how fantastic and
is simultaneously held in San Franciso, Orange
amazing the SAA students are.
County, Los Angeles and Phoenix, with each mass
Interviews arc being held for 15 new members
celebrated by a priest who is a USD alumnus.
who wil replace the graduating seniors. Results
The SAA holds smaller events as well such as
will be announced April 22.
social activities with the Alcala Club, a group outing
"We look forward to acquiring members with
to a Gulls hockey game and small get-togethers.
initiative and motivation," Attisha said.
Alumni speakers come to the weekly SAA meet
"SAA is really the bridge between the student
ings and talk about life after college and job opportu
and alumni experience — it produces a variety of
nities.
events and programs that help tie USD students
"SAA is great for connections, networking, meet
with their slma mater before they graduate,"
ing and talking to alumni," Attisha said. "It's prob
Trifilctti said.
ably one of the most unizuc clubs on campus because
Trifilctti said that future plans for the associa
the group is so tight-knit and service oriented, and the
tion consist of trying to put together an event that
individuals are bsolutely fantastic to work and be
brings everyone together and gives USD students
with."
and alumni the oportunity tointcract. He admits
SAA students are not the only ones who hold this
this is a hard thing to organize logistically. But
opinion. John Trifilctti, SAA advisor, and Alumni
SAA students have had success with gelling 1,200
Association president, said that alter the Homecom
alumni together for Homecoming each year. Per
ing festivitiesare over, the alumni call in to give their
haps this can be the ultimate challenge.

20
Things you may not do
when taking a standardized test.
Sweat.
Tremble.
Cry.
Palpitate.
Moan
Chew off
a perfectly good fingernail.
Dread the future.
Dread your parents.
Kiss grad school goodbye.
Envy the brainy wimp
next to you.
Spit at the proctor.
Turn to drink.
Wonder why you were ever born.
Scream.
Panic.
Develop amnesia.
Fall asleep.
Blank out.
Karate chop your chair.
Swallow your pencils.

if you would like to include
your event in this box, send typed
information to: USD VISTA: c>o
Outlook Editor; 5998 Alcala
Park; San Diego, CA 921102492.
Please remember to include
time, date, place, purpose, the
event title and some background
on the event.All submissionsare
due two weeks prior to publica
tion. The USD VISTA reserves
the right to edit press releases
for clairity and space.

compliled by Chris Woo
THURSDAY, April 28
The O'Jays w/The Whispers
and Levert: Starlight Bowl,
7:30 p.m„ S33.50/S30.50, call
570-1222.
FRfDAY, April 29
'•Once Upon a Mattress": The
Santee Community Theater
presents this production that
opens tonight. Cajon Park
School. 8 p.m., $22 season
tickets, call 4485673.
mmm
SATURDAY,
*|§F i
April 30
Mayday '94: With
H|
bands: 3 Mile
Pilot, aMiniature,
Black male, Black
Httll
Smith Union,
||i|!pi
boilermaker,
||f
J
Chunc, Common
~ /J
Sense, Contra
I
Guerra, Creedle,
r I
!
The Downs
IJ
Family, Den of
Theives, Feral
Children, fluf,
Jj
Gregory Page,
'
.IT:
Groupo No, Heavy
Vegetable, Inch,
Jewel, Juke Stompers, Lucy's
Fur Coat, Mentcs Opuesta,
Natasha's Ghost, Ralph
Dudley, The Rugburns, rust,
The Shambles, Sprung Mon
key, Sugar Twin Reverb,
Triptolhane, Unwritten Law,
Usual Suspects, Uncle Joe's
Big OP Driver, Voodoo,
Whack!, Willie Jaye. Starlight
Bowl, 11 a.m. to 11 p.m., $15/
$12 advance, call 220-TIXS.
SUNDAY, May!
San Diego Choral Artists:
presents Jubilate Deo. Sacred
music from Bach to Britten.
Church of the Navity in Rancho
Santa Fe, 3 p.m., $15/$10
scnior/$7.50 student, call 6972097.
MONDAY, May 2

Kirdwatching field trip for
beginners: The San Diego
Audubon Society invites all
beginning bird watchers to
participate in a field trip to Lake
Murray. This introductory birding
program is led by an expert birder
and is designed to educate the
novice. Both ycar-around resident
birds and fall migrants will be
observed. Lake Murray, 8 a.m.,
call 280-7710.
TUESDAY, May 3
Seaweed w/Bivouacand
aMiniature: Casbah, 8:30 p.m.,
S7, call 278-TIXS or 232-4355.
WEDNESDAY, May 4
"Giants Have Us In Their
Books": This UCSD theatre
production is a collection of six
magical vtgncues dealing with
desire, (car, idealism, sexuality,
loss of innocence and adolescent
defiance. In each of the plays, the
characters discover something
crucial about themselves through
transformations that arc illusive

JEWEL
and mysterious, yet affect us all.
Mandcll Weiss Forum, 8 p.m.,
S12/SI0 scnior/$4 student, call
534-3793.
Tish Hinojosa: Singer and
composer, daughter of Mexican
Immigrants, Tish mixes American
Country and Mexican musical
styles to celebrate the bounty of
multiculturalism. UCSD
Mandevillc Auditorium, 8 p.m.,
S14/S12 senior/510 student, call
534-6467.
The American Boychoir: St.
James by-the-sca Episcopal
Church in La Jolla, 7 p.m., call
459-3421.
Pond w/Heatmeiser: Casbah,
8:30 p.m., S6, call 278-TIXS or
2324355.

WeTre strict. Strictly for you.
THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW
we score more
THREE MILE PILOT
MCAT GMAT LSAT GRE PREPARATION COURSES
FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL US AT (619) 558-0500
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Goodfella in the future
Actor Ray Liotta
talks about his new
action-adventure
flick, 'No Escape'
Darcie Maclntire
Staff Writer
Ray Liotta has been in numerous
movies and hasportrayed many dif
ferent types of characters. He ad
mitted that "No Escape" marked
the first action-hero character he
had ever done.
"As an action movie," Liotta said,
"I thought a perfect action hero
would be a special forces marine—
I'm one guy who goes up against
400 men and wins." Liotta added
that with proper training, it is amaz
ing what one person can get away
with.
The star of "No Escape," Ray
Liotta, was quite enthusiastic about
this film, his future and talked about
how he got into show business.
"I had no idea what I wanted to
do with my life," Liotta said. "I
didn't even want to go to college."
Liotta told how his parents
pleaded with him to go to school
and take anything he wanted. He
went from New Jersey to the Uni
versity of Miami and decided he
would major in theater.
"I figured it would be fun," he
said. "I started out doing musicals
and I was having fun. There was a
great teacher there and by junior
year I decided it was something I
wanted to do."
Liotta admitted he had it fairly
easy with,bfeaking intosuch a com
petitive profession.
"The third day I was in New
York I landed a commercial, the
next day I had a manager and within
a month 1 was screen testing for
movies out in L.A.," Liotta said,
"and within six months I landed a
soap opera ('Another World')—so
things just happened really quick
for me."

Since then, Liotta has been
in numerous movies and has
portrayed many different
types of characters. He ad
mitted that "No Escape"
marked the first action-hero
character he had ever done.
"As an action movie,"
Liotta said, "I thought a per
fect action hero would be a
special forces marine — I'm
one guy who goes up against
400 men and wins." Liotta
added that with proper train
ing, it is amazing what one
person can get away with.
Of course, in the making of
the movie this feat had to be
accomplished with stunt
people and intensive training
on Liotta's part.
"I'm very aware of what
could go wrong — [the set
ting] is primitive — we're
working with spears, arrows
and swords, so you just make
sure you get it right and you
discipline yourself in terms
of the training."
The movie took about three
and a half months of filming
on-location in Queensland
and New South Wales, Aus
tralia. This location provided
lush jungle landscape, cliffs
and sea needed for the adap
tation of Richard Herley's
1988 British science fiction novel,
"The Penal Colony."
Liotta said most of the crew was
Australian and used to working in
heavy rains and mud.
Liotta expressed how he enjoyed
working with such a motley crew of
bad guys, most of whom were Aus
tralian actors. He said that most of
the characters in the movie were in
reality bikers and amputees, and

Ray Liotta stars as Marine Captain John Robbins in 'No Escape'
that only a couple tattoos were added
to the cast, because the majority of
them were real.
One of the men on the set had one
leg, said Liotta, and during the shoot
ing of the film he broke it. He
begged to slay on the film shoot
despite his setback because he, like
the other actors, were really getting
into their parts and enjoying the
filming the movie.

"This role was an interesting chal
lenge," said Liotta. However, he
stressed that he did not want to get
stuck in one type of role and is
proud of the fact that his movie
roles have been so diverse.
"There arc some major movie
stars out there," Liotta said,"whose
movies make millions of dollars,
but they're always this middle-ofthe-road hero, smiling with their

perfect white teeth. Its boring after
a while for me—one of my idols is
Spencer Tracy and he's done all
different types of movies."
Liotta's next motion picture,
"Corrina,Corrina," will beout soon.
It isa real-lifecomedy with Whoopi
Goldberg, definitely a 180 degree
turn from this film, and proof that
he's up for a variety of roles in a
diverse movie industry.

"No Escape" is an acfion-

§

clear his name.
On Absolom, Robbins discovers a primitive
adventurefilm that does notrely on bktodand civilization divided into two camps; the Out
gore alone; its underlying themes,strong cast siders, violent gangs of anarchistic savages led
and impressive settings aid in creating a fu by the antagonistic and ruthless Marek (Stuart
turistic picture of what might become erf the Wilson); and the Insiders, a smaller group of
prison system if it is taken over by private peaceful inmates led by a compassionate man
corporations.
known as the Father (Lance
In the year 2022, a ruth
i Hendriksen). The Insiders feel
less prison warden (Michael
BEHIND THE they were shunned by society and
Lcrner) has created the ulti
are now trying to prove to them
CAMERA
mate solution for his most
selves their worth
troublesome
inmates;
by working to
Director:
Absolom, a secret jungle is
gether in har
Martin
land where prisoners are
mony and non
Cambell
abandoned and left to either
violence.
survive or die.
j
With the sadistic warden
Ray Liotta (from
monitoring the fierce battles
"Goodfcllas," "Field of Dreams," and "Un
between the two enemy camps,
lawful Entry") plays Marine Captain John
Robbins reluctantly takes the
Robbins. Robbins was convicted of murder
refuge offered by the Insiders
ing a commanding officer in cold blood and
while he plots his seemingly
is sent to Absolom.
impossible escape. As he con
The ultimate prison for Robbins, however, tinues his daily struggle for survival, Robbins finds he must
is the ultimate challenge, and he is deter confront not only his fellow prisoners, but the physical and
mined tosurvive and escape in order to reveal mental demons from the past that continue to haunt him.
the truth about his murderous actions and
The supporting cast members were very strong. I espe

cially liked Stuart Wilson's character, Marek. He was truly
a ruthless, evil leader whose ugliness grew from the inside
out His followers were just as evil and ugly as he was—they
were truly savages.
Kevin Dillon ("The Doors" and "Platoon") played Casey,
an Insider who was probably the least deserving of all to be
imprisoned. This character brought a feeling of innocence
into such a grim and foreboding place.
I think this film is a definite m ust-sce for action-adventure
fans. Liotta hnd cast do an excel lent job with theircharacters.
The film opens April 29.

— Darcie Maclntire
ill
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Joey Santos
Entertainment Edtilor

ople have a tendency to see San Diego in
the context of the plethora of great rock bands
that have come out of the city. Often over
looked are the gifted acoustic musicians, who
flood the coffee houses on the weekends with
their fluidly mellow styles.
Gregory Page is one of these artists. His
gentle disposition and long black hair,
coupled with an English accent and schol
arly eye glasses, make him appear more like
a college professor than an artisan.
But with the upcoming release of his
debut album, the romantic adventures of
harry, Page proves he is a stellar musician
with an influx of talent and wonderful mu
sical and lyrical ability.
"I knew 1 wanted to put out a CD," Page
said of his new album. "But, [initially] it
was like the money thing. 5,000 bucks might
as well be a million if you don't have it."
Page ended up borrowing the money from
a friend, and independently recorded' the

romantic adventures of harry.
"It was produced by me and Jeff Forrest,
the engineer at Double Time where I re
corded the whole thing at. The tape cost
alone was amazing. I've never spent so
much money," Page said.

G

"The style of music isn't that much differ
ent than it was two years ago," Page said
about the new album. "My writing has im
proved. There's some old songs on there
from 1990, but most of the stuff is fairly
recent."
Page has previously released two cas
settes and has appeared on the Staring At The
.Van 2 compilation CD released last year. His
style is definitely hisown — his unique song
writing is a juxtaposition of traditional clas
sic guitar styling with down-and-out blues
rambling. Some of his songs, like "The Last
Train" from theromantic adventures of harry,
bring to mind black and white movies —
music heard in the background of a profound
scenes from Cary Grant films or Woody
Allen's "Manhattan."
Page developed his song writing ability
over many years. Having been born outside
of London to a family of renowned musi
cians, Page was immediately sent to practi
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cal school to learn classical guitar.
Despite their distinctly different style, Baba
"I hated it. I never liked it. I hated playing Yaga found an audience. Page generally finds
fucking classical guitar, It was my mother. this amusing, considering their first perfor
Now, I can just thank her because 1 have that mance together.
technique," Page said.
"I should have seen this omen because our
Page moved to America in his teens and
very first gig, right before us on stage, there
finished hiscducationatFallbrook High School. was a dog show going on. I always thought it
Page initially had a rough time assimilaling to was ironic that a dog show opened up for us.
the American culture.
We're all in our black phase — all wearing
"I was an easy target. I had an accent, so I was black— it was like, 'Ah jeez, this is embar
picked on. I was tall and lanky and really goofy rassing.'"
looking. Back then, 1 was a 17 year-old man
Three years passed, and Page decided to
that — I was just a fucking nerd," Page said.
leave the band last year to pursue his acoustic
Page finally assimilated, and focused on work. But Page recently joined another band,
making music. He started off on his own in the Rugburns, and continues to bounce in
coffee houses, and eventually joined Baba Yaga, between hisown solo material and his band's
a rock band who emulated Euro-pop groups.
music.
"I've been writing with acoustic guitar for a
"I never really wanted to be in a band. I
long time for a long time and when I joined the never listened to much rock music at all. I was
band, my whole writing style changed. It was a happy doing my acoustic stuff actually. But
kind of weird metamorphosis that took place in after you get a taste of playing live music —
my writing."
it's really weird. It's addictive."

Good housekeeping
Chris Woo
Managing Editor
"Lots of stuff that we do is parlies and people's houses and
backyards," said Boilermaker drummer Tim Semple. No,
he's not in the housekeeping or landscaping business, rather
he refers to the location of where his Encinitas-based band
plays most of their shows.
Another place Boilermaker enjoys playing is Velvet, better
known as the old Casbah. "It's super-duper rad! It's got the
worst reputation in the whole world but it was the raddest bar
experience that we've ever had," Semple said.
However, when possible, the band is discouraged from
playing bars unless they like the other bands that are playing.
Most of them are under 21, and that is no help either. The latter
is such a tragedy since they usually have to wait outside or get
kicked out at bars — even if they are one of the bands playing.
As a result they prefer to engage in the all-ages forums for
which May Day certainly qualifies.
Ubiquitous bassist Tcrrin Dcrfcy is prepared for what is
bound to be the May Day A&R patrol of major, indie and

everything in between. "We're gonna rip our
set at May Day," Derfey said proudly (al
though most bands will be using the same
equipment). But that's okay because Dcrfey's
approach is to "schmooze and be schmoozed"
in order to acquire a record deal.
Boilermaker has enough songs to record an
album of their own, but between day jobs,
college and shows, there just is not enough
money or time for them to put out their own
stuff.
"The guy who does 91X Loudspeaker, Lou
Niles, has been so nice to us," Semple said. "He
pretty much asked us to play."
Such connections with Niles has allowed
their two seven-inch records lobe given some airplay on 91X.
It has also landed them a song on the new 91X Saint Doug
compilation of all San Diego area bands.
This recording, along with the two seven-inch records, just
about sums up the past year and three months of the band's
existence — which has certainly outlasted any past commit-
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menus thus far.
"I used to be in a band called Sunshine Baby," Dcrfcy said.
"We practiced in a garage for live months and that was it."
With Boilermaker continuing to record and play shows,
May Day is definitely proof of success over past vocations,
even landscaping or housekeeping.
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singer and guitarist of Contra Guerra, laughed

as she Ht her cigarette-

The
band
was
getting
T
he h
and w
as o
ettino ready
rem

to go on stage opening night at Checker's, a new rock
club in the Gaslamp Quarter. They all seemed fairly relaxed — drummer Morgan
Doctor hung close to Starr, chatting while bassist Ara Dirtadian and guitarist John
Andrews watched opening-act Heavy Vegetable wow the audience.
When Contra Guerra finally hit the stage, they delivered a calmly chaotic set although
their fierce punk-driven pop tore through the audience like a bolt of lightening, they were
in control.
Their list of songs was varied — ranging from the four-chord strumming ot ^Another
Scratch," the B-side of a recent Trademark split seven-inch with Inch, to the carefully
executed buildup of noise in "Still in Neverland," the band's contribution to the Musica
del Diablo CD, a collection of live music from the granddaddy of local clubs, the
Casbah. But the songs on their recent Cargo/Earth Music seven-inch
Crystal Ball,
n
"Bugs" and "Inside" — were o where to be found.
Midway through the set, something hapJ
A
TV
I'
pened to Contra Guerra's music. Starr took
I
7^\ Y*C\ LJ \)A\C\CA\C\V\ off her guitar and took the microphone in
•
hand. Andrews took the helm musically, •
and Doctor and Dirtadian followed cue,
V
"i am the controller," Starr screamed #
above the angry din of riffs and cymbals. J
l|IP«5
i
^er normally sweet, baby-like voice mu- 1
|||» tated into something different. As the music swirled hypnotically around her, the
[Pji
J
striking Starr shined. Her lyrics seemed
mmm |MMl
confessional, and for the first time in •
I
their performance, one could sense an ungjpFjjB
1
derlying tension; frustration lay beneath I
.
fwBrjffl|
WSHk
the calm exterior of Contra Guerra s dis-
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Overweight

produce (clockwise from left): Rob Crow, Elea iuneta, Travis iveison and Manolo Tush

oddly

position.

Hr
"I'm frustrated with a lot ol other
stuff in my life; that's probably why I
look frustrated," Starr said. A week
had passed since the Checker's show
and Starr seemed initially distant, but
somewhat allablc.
"We've been shopping through our
manager in L.A. lor a major label,
Starr said. "Our man
ager says there's a
lot of interest
from a lot of
I
different laf
1
bels, and he
J
named off a
few. I don't
know — I
•
kinda wonder if
• I
he's just like
••
pulling -the
V
chain — like he
wants us to keep
*
with him, so he's
hanging the carrot in
front of our noses."
Starr's words echoed
A
almost exactly what
M
Doctor had said in an
m
earlier conversation.
m
"We're kind of frusW
tratedrightnow.We
M
have a lot of songs,
|

see GUERRA on
page H

^Jjeavy Vegetable
is one of the elder North
County bands which has re
corded a cornucopia of ma
terial over the past three-and-

After finishing a rare Lou's Records show
to celebrate the release of their new album.
Heavy Vegetable had the misfortune ol
distributing rain checks as a result ol press
ing plant problems. But even when the
album (or should I say CD) docs come out,
some faithful fans will still be surprised.
"Cargo owns the rights to the vinyl," said

a-half years, but have never
released an album. Three
s e v e n -inches (one split with
Powerdresser, one split with
fugbear, one of their own)
and five compilations later
(including Musica Del
Diablo, Ask For Disorder and
t h e upcoming 9 1 X S a i n t
Doug compilation),

Cargo/Headhunter
records
has
swiped up the
now musically
calloused band
to c r e a t e T h e

is weird," said Nelson. "If they
were all punk bands that would be
rad, completely ridiculous
it d
be cool."

bassist Travis Nelson.
"They're charging too much money to
give anyoneefsc'thc rights to press the vinyl
so nobody can make a profit off of it unless
we sell a million ... which we will," added
guitarist/vocalist Rob Crow.
This incident may amputate those lans
who thrive off vinyl (or those who only own
record players) temporarily, but at least
Heavy Vegetable fetish prescriptions can
be filled for those CD lovers at the May Day
extravaganza.
Although the band is on the upcoming
May Day bill, they definitely sec the disad

The band's ultimate Mayday lineup is a con
glomerate of lightning punk and screeching noise
bands including Clickital Ikitawi, Crossed Out,
Antioch Arrow and the Lames —' all pcrlccl
bands for the given lime frame. None of these
bands sound like them, hence the reason why
Heavy Vegetable is on the bill and none ol the
former.
So why did Heavy Vegetable agree to play
May Day if they arc so critical of it?

"We get free beer and pizza and
$100 and the rest of the money goes
to charity, which is rad," Nelson said.
"Other than that, though, I wouldn't personally

want to go."
Another band to which Crow and Nelson con
vantage to playing a show that big. I
tribute their talents to is the rare and eventful
didn't even go last year," Crow performance of John Goff's (of Crash Worship
said. "If people want to pay that much to and Johnny Superbad) brainchild, Physics. It
was supposed to be just a bunch of people all
go see a bunch of bands play for 20 minutes
playing the same chord for an hour and all of a
then it's perfect for them. I'd much rather
sudden, it got all serious," Nelson said.
prefer nice, all-ages, rad gigs with your
Although the Heavy Vegetable component is
friends in weird places."
fairly essential to the delivery of a Physics show,
Bill Silva Presents is targeted for some
Crow and Nelson don't see their future being too
pragmatic criticism by these coercive surf/
busy contributing to this "amazingly fun side
skate alt rock punks. "Bands should be
project.
humble and just play," said Nelson, "and
"I still think we were in the whole
the fact that a big person like Bill Silva is
putting it on adds this extra B.S. that puts thing for the drink tickets," Crow
static in front of the music."
This Heavy Vegetable ethos of putting
music over hype is something that they
have not yet identified in May Day bands.

said, comparing it to the May Day

Amazing Under
show. And not so unlike May Day,
sea Adventures of
he still doesn't understand why
"The
problem
is
that
a
lot
ot
Aqua Kitty and
people stay and watch.
bands like this publicity stutt
— Chris Woo
F riends.
and being hyped up and all that
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rust
rust
Atlantic Records
Hard rock tends to frighten people. Im
ages of long-haired cretins wailing non
sense about sex and death comes to mind
whenever "Headbanger's Ball" is men
tioned.
But ever since the rise of bands like Alice
In Chains, heavy alternative rock has gotten
a better reputation. San Diego's own rust
recently released their self-titled debut EP
on Atlantic records, which further proves
that hard rock doesn' t necessarily connotate
leather and metal studs.
rust is a remarkably well-produced effort
with a fiercely stripped-back sound. Most
of frontman John b.'s vocals have no ef
fects, and Mike Suzick's guitar dominates
with simpledistortion. Drummer Pat Hogan
shines with his straightforward stylcof skinbashing, while Tim Blakcnship's brooding
bass lines can only be described as phenom
enal.
All seven tracks are winners. "Everyone
Except for Me" is an onslaught on the ear
drums, while "My Hometown" rocks along
at mid-tempo. "Dry" is epic, rising and
falling with grandeur and emotion similar

§
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to later Led Zeppelin. .

Inch
Stresser
Seed Records
Inch's debut album, Stresser (Seed
Records), is a mixed bag.Some songs border
on brilliant, while others seem to fall short of
capturing theferal energy of the group's live
That doesn't mean the CD isn't an amaz
ing effort. Inch is one of the best bands in San
ego and Stresser realty delivers the lis
tener a slab of buzz and feedback that wails
with punk rock energy and post-punk sensi
bility.
But some tracks wander by the wayside.
"I'm the Cat" and "Suprtse" are really simi
lar and the first single, "Linger," seems a bit
thin, production-wise. It really doesn't cap
ture the band's personality and balls-iness
that is apparent on the Mustca del Diablo
recording of the same track.
The best tracks on the album are the ones
that display the band's diverse musical abil
ity. "No. 84 vs. SL/A" is a diatribe against

• GUERRA
continued from page F
have plenty for an album. We want
to record them and not just let them
fade away," she said.
"Our goal was to record this
summer for a full album," Stansaid. "I want [an album] out, I just
want something out."
Andrews seemed a bit more re
laxed about the recording issue.
"I'm not as frustrated as them. I
haven't been with the band that
long," he said.
"I have a lot more of a laid-back
attitude about it," founding mem
ber Dirtadian said about the major
label dilemma. "If it happens, it
happens. If it doesn't, I'd be more
than happy to record an indepen
dent release."
Dirtadian tends to keep bigger
things in perspective."I would have
never thought we'd still be together
after three years, still playing mu
sic."
Dirtadian and original guitarist
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higher learning that wavers between tran
scendental and angst-ridden. "Kermit the
Hostage" features an irresistible hook and
Sumy's lyrics ("I'm green") seem to beintel
ligently nonsensical, which makes for an
addictive song.
The title track, "Stresser," is definitely the
best The group's songwriting ability really
shineson it, as well as the band's tremendous
musical ability. Drummer Dave Hepler is
best when he deviates from the 4/4 rhythm,
while Pippen's (a.k.a. Chris Spanninga's)
bass lines can explode instantaneously. Lead
guitarist Mike Paprocki is subtle with his
amazing guitar ability. Stimy's lyrics about
Superman gel the song together and elevates
it into an area where most bands never go.
There are other standout tracks — most
notably "Root Canal/Manitoba" — but, for
the most part,Inch'sdebulalbum is just short
of exceptional. The first five tracks arc really
strong, but the rest of the effort fails to accu
rately capture the brilliant local band that has
built its following from its uniquelive sound.

— Joey Santos

Kevin Wells founded Contra Guerra
in 1991. The band was initially sup
posed to be something done on the
side for fun, something not to be
taken all too seriously.
Things changed when Dirtadian
and Wells found Starr at a Samiam
show at SDSU. Dirtadian, initially
struck by Starr's smile, approached
her and asked if she sang. Her re
sponse was in the overwhelming af
firmative — it turned out Starr had
been the lead singer of the nationally
prominent ska band, Bim-ska-la-bim.
"I had no idea," Dirtadian said
about the revelation. "I was think
ing, 'Who should be trying who
out?"'
The search then began for a drum
mer. Doctor was found and Contra
Guerra began gigging on weeknights
at clubs like Megalopolis and the
Casbah.
"I always wondered a few years
ago — there's thousands of people in
this city. Why is there only 13 people
at our show?" Dirtadian said. But,
th ings began looking up as the band's
gigs got bigger and bigger. A minor
setback occurred when Wells left the

But "Pills" is definitely the
standout track. Suzick's guitar is
ferocious and the rhythmic inter
play between Hogan and
Blackenship builds up sonically
and thrusts the song into the
listener's psyche. John b.'sschizo
phrenic lyrics and vocals propel
the song along at a deadly pace
that set the heavy
tone for the rest
of the EP.
What sets rust
apart from oiher
bands is John b.
His remarkably
simple insight is
covertly com
plex. His words
arc clear, but the
thoughts and
fears behind the
vocals are capti
vating. With
John b.'s lyrics
and the band's
talented music
ability,
rust
should find welldeserved suc
cess.

Uncle Joe's Big '01 Driver
Uncle Joe's Big '01 Driver
Cargo/Headhunter
Some really snobby music fans might
be quick to snub the self-titled debut al
bum from Uncle Joe's Big '01 Driver. But
the Cargo/Headhunter release is amazing
in its simplicity and isn't meant to be
"alternative" or "innovative." UJBOD is a
bar band, for heaven's sake. They play
fierce and sloppy, good time rock 'n roll
that brings to mind early Stones, Stooges
and the Ramones.
The riffs tend to sound the same. Dave
Jass' vocals are annoying at times, and
Paul Brewin's drum technique is some
what formulaic. But (dare I say it), that is
part of UncleJoe' s Big' OlDri ver s charm.
It doesn't take itself all too seriously.
Images of drunken band members come
to mind when listening to the opening
track, "Red Room." Jass' lyrics arc inde
cipherable above the rollicking noise of
guitarist Andrew McKeag's screeching

band, but the rest of Contra Guerra
persisted and found Andrews.
The new guitarist joined the band
in 1992 and after only two weeks of
practice, the new Contra Guerra
played their first show at the Inde
pendent Music Seminar.
"I didn't play too much guitar
when I joined the band," Andrews
admitted. He had been trained as a
keyboardist and had an affinity for
Euro-pop growing up. Unlike
Starr's punk influences (the Spe
cials, the Sex Pistols, Toy Dolls),
Andrews was more into Depeche
Mode and the Cure. But the band
found musical common ground with
their mutual love for the Pixies.
On certain songs, Contra Guerra
emulate the spirit of Black Francis
and company. When the band rips
into songs like "Clearly," songs
where Andrews takes over lead
vocal duties, Contra Guerra sounds
somewhat similar to Frank Black
and Kim Deal's new group, the
Breeders. But these arc idle com
parisons — Contra Guerra has a
live sound that is uniquely their
own.

chords. On the next track, "Gone Sour,"
McKeag takes over lead vocals and emulates
a certain R.E.M. song as he screams, "I'm
sorry," over and over again. This sloppy gem
is one of the best tracks on the album.
Other tracks go really retro, circa 1976.
"Possible Driving Song" features a quirky
organ break, while the slacker anthem, "The
Stoners Live in Costa Mesa," features some
studio trickery that I haven't heard since the
last Kansas album.
"Jersey" is a sweet spit at the Stone Temple
Pilots ("Go back to New Jersey or whatever
rock you crawled out from"). One of my
personal favorites, "Superman," features a
really cool guitar break which is the closest
UJBOD come to being technical on the al
bum.
At limes UJBOD can push the nausea
threshold (see "Mary Anne" for further de
tails), but the album is well worth owning.
Sometimes it can be healthy to take off the
artisan's rock cap and just play music be
cause it sounds cool. That pretty much sums
up the spirit of UJBOD.

"Our band, when we perform,
it's very sincere. We're not trying
to be anything other than ourselves.
We're just sharing a piece of our
selves," Doctor said.
"We do what we feel," Andrews
said about performing."We try not
to be like acting." Contra Guerra
has weathered the constant com
parisons to the Juliana Hatfield
Three, and Andrews said about vo
calist Starr's presence, "She's just
herself."
"When I'm playing, it's like I'm
going, 'This is what I am. Hello,
welcome to Jackie!"' Starr said
about playing live. "It's like I'm
talking about everything in my life
in my songs."
Starr will have the opportunity to
"talk" to thousands of people this
weekend at May Day. Most of the
band has mixed emotions about the
local music extravaganza.
"May Day will be good for us,"
Doctor said, while Andrews admit
ted, "I'm curious to see how it's
going to be." He seemed a hi t apprehensive about the May Day set up.
Each band will only be allowed 20

— Joey Santos

minutes to perform, and the drum
mers are the only ones allowed to
use their own equipment. Everyone
else must use what Bill Silva Pre
sents provides.
Starr is apprehensive about some
thing else entirely. "It's scary be
cause I'm opening myself to all
these strangers. It's one thing when
you get loaded at a bar and tell some
drunk guy next to you your life
story and it's another when you're
telling thousands of people on a
stage totally sober."

Starr lights another
cigarette and laughs. The
initial frustration which I sensed
seemed to fade with each drag she
look. Her soft voice and charming
laugh settled her nerves, and after
talking about the band and what
they' vc accompl i shed,she appeared
happy.
"I hope things work out. I really
hope something happens,"Starr said
with her irresistiblesmile."It's gotta
be up from here, right?"

— Joey Santos
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Spade's an Ace
— Todd Moran

©was able to interview David Spade, best known
for his work on, "Saturday Night Live," for a few
minutes before his performance at Shiley Theatre
last Thursday night. He was very mellow, due to a

0
0

cold.
Spade was born in Birmingham, Michigan, but
was raised in Scottsdale, Arizona. He briefly at
tended Arizona State University before moving to
California to work as a standup comedian. "PCU
(Port Chester University)," is a new movie, in which
Spade portrays an evil fraternity leader who con
spires with other campus factions to shut down a

H

residence hall, named the Pit.
OUTLOOK— How did you wind up acting
in, "PCU?"
SPADE — I wanted to do something, last
summer, that was kind of light and that I
wasn't the star of. I just didn't want to get
killed (by thecritics). I think the first time you
do a movie and you try and carry it off of,
"Saturday Night Live," ... I think they are
looking for you to eat it. Look at Mike's
movie, "So I Married An Axe Murderer," and
Dana's movie ... it's terrifying.
The only part that I'm bummed about, is
that the rating went from an R-rating to a PG13. We originally shot the movie for an Rrating. I did certain lines and situations be
cause of that. We then did these television
versions (for promoting the movie)... that I
don' t even gi ve a shi t about. I'm like, "Hey...
dumb guy!" Now some of those lines are in
the movie. I'm bummed because some of it
isn't exactly what 1 wanted.
I saw the movie and it's not bad. I thought
it was funny. I thought my part was funny and
I'm happy with it. I think it will do all right.

§
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If you go to college you should definitely see
it.
OUTLOOK — Will you explain how Satur
day Night Live is put together?
SPADE — We don't get to practice until a
little Thursday anda littleFriday or Saturday.
Sometimes, we only go through it once be
fore dress rehearsal. The skits usually are not
written until Wednesday at noon. Then we
don'tread and pick thesketches until Wednes
day night. They then have to build the sets for
24 to 48 hours straight. Some of the sets aren' t
ready until Saturday. It'sashow that shouldn't
be done and wouldn't be started today be
cause of the cost and the amount of time.
OUTLOOK — Do you write some of the
sketches?
SPADE — Mostly the sketches that I'm in. I
will help others withcertain lines, but I mostly
focus on things like Hollywood Minute and
Weekend Update. That sketch where we are
flight attendants saying, "Buh, Bye," wasn't
mine. Somebody else wrote it and 1 wrote a

couple of my lines.
OULOOK — Did you hear about President
Clinton's appearance on MTV for the,
"Enough Is Enough," town hall meeting?
SPADE — (Nods his head)
OUTLOOK — Did you hear about the girl
that asked whether he wore boxers or briefs...

must be terrified. It's so fucking overwhelm
ing. All hedoes is smile and nod and get home
to the Oval Office and cry his head off and
curl up in a fetal posilion.,.1 would.
The more politically correct things get, the
more factions that develop and the more
attention they all need. If they don't get i t then
they all raise hell. He has to please everyone,
which sucks.
I would say, "Have you considered,
'Cobaining,' yourself?"

SPADE — Boxers.
OUTLOOK — If you had been on the
show...what question would you have asked
the President?
SPADE—"Are you scared shitless about the
country...what's going on today," because he

"PCU," is said to be the,"Animal House," innocent minded preppy who isonly interested in
of the 1990's. There are sim i lartties between thctwo, but academics, Droz is the university student who
there are also some very big differences. One of these is realizes that academies come second to living life.
that, "PCU," doesn't have the originality that. "Animal Droz tries to get rid of Tom, but when that doesn't
House," possessed.This movie is decent but it will in no work he is responsible for showing Tom that there
is a world outside of academics.
way become a classic.
This movie is entertaining. At one point
The overall message is that of political correct
there isa student protestof the meat the cafete
ness. The movie exaggerates dif
ria usesfor food. The students picket in frontof
ferent political causes as well as
the cafeteria and some are dressed up as cows
problems that develop between
BEHIND THE with nooses around their necks. Droz and his
these causes.
CAMERA
group, steal the cafeteria's
Tom Lawrence (Chris
meat and bombard the pro
Young) is a perspectivefreshman.
D
i
r
e
c

testors
with it.
He goes to PCU in order to stay
tor:
Rand
(David Spade
with a student for the weekend
Hart
from,
"Saturday
Night Live,")
and geta senseof what college life
Bochner
is
a
fraternity
leader,
trying to
is all about. He is assigned to Droz
kick
Droz
and
his
group
out of
(Jeremy Pivcn) whom isthe leader
;
the
Pit.
Spade
has
some
funny
of the residents of the Pit These
lines and exaggerates the up
residents include: Katy (Megan
per
class white male image.
Ward), bass player in the Pit's developing band;
George
Clinton and his band Parliament
Gutter (Jon Favrcau), the no-brain follower;
Funkadclic have a great performance at
Dave #1 (Jake Beecham) and Dave #2 (Darin
the party climax at the end of the movie.
Hcamcs), inseparable goof-offs who arc com
With the exception of George Clinton and David
pared to Stskel and Ebert because of their constant
bickering; Mersh (Jake Busey), who brings the Sixties Spade, there are no names that the target audience (J 8-24 year
campus life to the Pit; and Pigman (Jody Racicot), who olds) will be familiar with.Jeremy Piven (Droz), has appeared
is writing a thesis paper that seeks to prove that at any in,"Judgement Night," "Singles," and "Say Anything." Chris
given moment, a Gene Hackman or Michael Kaine Young (Tom), has appeared in, "Deep Down," and "Warlock
II." Megan Ward (Katy) starred in the television scries, "Class
movie can be found on television.
Tom and Droz are polar opposites. Tom is the of '96."

OUTLOOK — What is the most shocking
headline that you have read recently?
SPADE — "This is the longest airlines have
gone without a major crash." I read it in USA
Today as I was getting on the plane. I thought,
"What kind of a jinx headline is that?"

With no big name stars to draw audi
ence members, the main reason to watch this
movie is to see how Hollywood perceives our
generation. There arc many things collegestu
dents will identify with, but a lot of the movie is
based on exaggerating stereotypes.
If you see this movie out of curiosity, you will
not be disappointed. If you want a great enter
taining movie. ..rent,"Animal House."

— Todd Moran
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Purge
and

To truly transcend one's mind and ex
istence, it takes much more than an Ec
stasy or LSD trip. It is more than chatting
about feelings and emotion over black
coffee and Camel cigarettes. It is more
than quoting lines of Shakespeare and
Eliot and Ginsbergas you shoot the poison
of today's media-jaded society into your
thirsty veins.
Oh, the more. So much more,
i see the beautiful people every day
laugh and mock the Pain. They superfi
cially speak of pain — we all know pain,
highness. Yes, we all know pain.
"My pain is bigger than your pain. My
darkness is bleaker than your darkness.
My words are grander than your words."
i tend to revel in pretentiousness and
squander precious time dealing with the
Abstract, dealing within the Abstract.
And will all these words i write make a
difference? Will i touch you with my selfcentered tongue, which can caress your
lips one moment, then turn around and cut
your throat? Will the milky cataracts over
my eyes ever clear .go that i can see sun
light, bright and wondrous, over these
buildings, this hill, this place which is a
transient, temporal home?
Note: some have been struggling with
"anomaly" since my inception. They may
wonder what it is and what it means. From
my nascent writings about Thel to my
confrontation with Jesus Himself, some
have wondered what it all means.
The Truth will make itself known in
time.
Look in the mirror. What do you see?
That is what anomaly is.

The revolutionaries died a long
time ago. The poets of generations
who fought to liberate minds from
mental jewelry have become forgot
ten martyrs. Ice T is the spokesman of
this generation. Snoop Dogg is the
'90s revolutionary.
We don't teach our children about
Keats or Shelley, instead we let them
read Mad magazine and daddy's hid
den Playboys. We don't leach our
children about Ghandi or King, we let
them play war with toy guns in the
street. We don't tell our little girls
about Virginia Woolf or Mary
Shelley, we let them believe they are
inferior, train them to be inferior.
Ram-a-lama-lama-lama, Media is
King.
Thrones built on television moni
tors and Beavis and Bullhead stand
on the national psyche. In our eternal
struggle in the Urban Jungle, we step
on each other and feed of each other's
blood. Then we put it on a camcorder
and sell it to the highest bidder.
Oh, the joys of modern technol
ogyDon't kid yourself, i don't kid
myself. We've trained ourselves to accept it,
assimilate into a self-destructive culture that
is knocking on the gates of the Unknown.
We eat it, we love it, we need it.
The revolution must begin today and it
starts with you, the beautiful people who see
what "Beauty" is in today's society. We are
not Cindy Crawfords, we don't live life like
'TheGrind," we don' t build our relationships
on one-night stands and beds of satin sheets.

you sec me everyday,
but kgow not who i
i Cive in shadows byiCt^
by ignorance and fear, j
i am Cowty.
i amnothingyet every
thing.
i wander through the
haCCs trying to find
meaning in the meaningCess.
i am an anomaCy and
do not fit in.

We aren't Generation X.
i know who i am and what i want to be.
These are the words of a burgeoning artist.
These are tales and thoughts from a mind that
has been an anomaly since the day he was
born. These words are the result of a media
child struck with a severe Oedipus complex
— dealing with the constant search for a
mother/lover — and his own insecurity, cre
ativity and reluctance to trust even the friend

liest of eyes.
my mind is the Ocean, my mind is the
Abstract, my mind is the known
Superunknown.
Upon this canvas, society has pasted a
collage, a barrage of ideas and concepts on
my consciousness and subconsciousness.
This is the time of binging and purging,
i have binged on this world,
i am about to purge my own.

And you thought you could only
afford macaroni and cheese.
Macmtosb" LC 475 8/160, Applf
Color Plus 14" Display, Apple Extended Keyboard II and mouse.

Only $1,482.00.

PowerBootr 145B 4/120.

Only $999M

Macmtosb Quadra." 610 8/230,
internal AppleCW300i CD-ROM Drive, Apple' Color
Plus 14" Display, Apple Extended Keyboard 11 and mouse.

Only $2354.00.

Right now, you could take home one of the country^ best-selling personal notebook computer. They're all powerful, easy to use and more affordable than
ever. It's that simple. So, stop by your Apple Campus
computers' for incredibly low monthly payments. By
The Apple Computer Loan.
Reseller for further information. .
i
qualifying for the Apple Computer Loan, you can
choose from the entire Macintosh" line or grab a PowerBook" the most popular You'll be amazed what you can buy on a tight college budget. .Apple'

For more information please visit the
USD Bookstore or call 260-4552
Hours: Monday-Thursday, 9am-6pm; Friday, 9am-4pm; Saturday, 9am-4pm
"Dataquest, 1994. @1994Apple Computer, Inc. Ml rights reserved Apple, the Apple logo, Macmtosb, Macmtosb Quadra and RoverBook are registered trademark of Apple Computer, Mc. AppleCD and AudioVision are trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
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Falsettos and librettos in San Diego
Chris Giordano

The San Diego Op
era

Special to theVISTA

The San Diego Opera announced
its upcoming productions to the
press this Monday. The 1994-95
season marks the Company's 30th
anniversary and promises to befilled
with many beautiful operas for lo
cal music lovers.
Still available this year is Jacques
Offenbach's 'Tales of Hoffman"
on April 30, May 3, 6, 8 and 11.
Vincenzo
Bellini's
"La
Sonnambula" (The Sleepwalker)
played for five nighLs in April and
was a delightful opera to sec and
hear.
"La Sonnambula" is set in a Swiss
village in the early 19th century.
The villages most beautiful young
girl and a local farmer have just
become officially betrothed and are
celebrating their engagement with
the townspeople when they are in
terrupted by a stranger.
This man later turns out to be
Count Rodolfo, the lord of the local
castle. Flattering the bride-to-be
and flirting with the innkeeper,
Rodolfo brings suspicion and jeal
ousy to this festive, happy scene in
the Alps. Elvino and Amina's love
for one another and mutual trust is
put to the test later that night when
Amina's sleepwalking disorder
lands her in the Count's bed at the
inn.

"Tales of Hoffman"still
available
April 30 and May 3,6,8
and 11
Civic Center
$20 and under
238-TIXS
Elvino rejects her and
the town holds her in
shame. Finally, the Count
explai ns that she was fai thful and tells the towns
people that Amina simply
walks in her sleep. Up un
til now, they thought this
woman wandering around
at night was a phantom.
Once her innocence is
proven to the whole town,
the marriage plans proceed.
This opera was produced
in the bel canto style, an
Italian technique that em
phasizes brilliant vocal per
Deborah Reidel and Ramon Vargas in the opera, "La Stmnambula"
formance and allows for
challenging, breathtaking
(Amina) sang for the first time in
musical excitement. It is an ex town would join together for a wed istically coexist.
"La
Sonnambula"
has
never
be
the U.S. Riedel sang the role of
tremely sentimental lovestory, filled ding toast, where the blessing of a
with romantic men chasing the mother was essential to an engage fore been done by the San Diego Mimi in "La Boheme" at the Royal
women they desire, sacred bouquets ment and where moral values were Opera Company. Leon Major di Opera House in Covent Garden.
rected; this was also his debut in "La Boheme," one of Giacomo
of pansies and rings that slide on not taken lightly. Zack Brown did
San
Diego. Mexican tenor Ramon Puccini's greatest achievements,
an
incredible
job
creating
a
stage
and off fingers with confusion and
Vargas
(Elvino) made his debut with plays next year from April 22 to
where
a
castle,
a
rickety
old
mill,
a
misunderstanding.
the
company
and world — famous May 3.
room
at
the
inn,
and
a
valley
be
"La Sonnambua" is set in a farSoprano
Deborah Riedel
Call 238-TIXS for more info.
Australian
tween
two
mountains
could
all
real
off, older world, where the entire

Hardin's
"Heavenly
Sense

Year End Cri&s-Cro&s

15) Participants in this program wear their uniforms to school once a
•week.
16) One of the Senior Class Senators. (Count the spaces and figure it
out!)
17) This T.V. star, who came to U.S.D. two years ago, shares his first
name with the character he used to play on Cheers.
18) This is the date for the upcomingSenior Banquet. (Hint: Write out
the the month and use a number for the day.)
19) This senior class event features dinner, dancing, and a slide show.
20) This is where everyone found cheap pitchers on Thursday nights,
last year.
21) One of the closest and most popular liquor stores frequented by
Toreros.

Dearest Readers,
\

I'd like to take this opportunity to give
a grandiose Adios to all of y'all who
read, wrote, and/or complained about
HHS, as well as the entire SIDETRACK
section. I've enjoyed listening directly
or hearing through the grapevine about
your disgruntlcment with this section. I
started out this section with a goal to
make it a "sophisticated" humor section.
Unfortunately, I had to resort to crass,
crude humor; but I mustadmit— I caught
one or two of you with a smirk on your
faceora chuckle in yourbclly bccauscof
the page.
It is now time for me to give up the
section, but the VISTA is planning on
giving it up in its entirety for next semes
ter. It has been said that SIDETRACK
should "die a quiet death." Well, since
the VISTA is to be the "student's voice,"
I can only assume no one wants to laugh
anymore. Please prove me wrong in this
assumption and take time to tell the
VISTA what you think. Even bettercome on down and offer to be the editor
of the gosh-dam-hip-hop-hilarious hu
mor section this side of the Mississippi!
I'd be greatly obliged!
So in the words of Saturday Night
Live's Dennis Miller— I am outta here!
Forever laughing,
Jen Hardin
Class of '94

mztT)
(By: Matt Heinze

DOWN:

ACROSS:
1) What Maher was called before we got here.
2) During our sophomore year, this was the place to be on
Wednesday nights.
3) This was the first thing that we all shared together at
U.S.D.
4) The newest building on campus.
5) This professor goes barefoot, eats chalk, and teaches
philosophy.
6) He serves fries with a smile.
7) Although not his real first name, this is what we like to
call the guy who runs joint.
8) Where freshmen like to go for"a little cultural diversity
on weekend nights.
9) According to the World Almanac, this place boast the
most clogs per square foot in the free world. (Hint: It's also
the home of the tuna sprouter)
10) The two word nick-name for the parking lot below Olin
Hall.
11) It serves rolled tacos,is orange and yellow, and now has
two branches at the bottom of the hill.
12) What you're reading right now.
13) A popular spot for 25cent pool and great grilled cheeses.
14) One of the guys who we lit candles for and who never
showed up.

1) An old Sigma Chi activity named after a hat.
2) The newest place to get a caffeine fix.
3) They shot their swimsuit issue at our pool this year.
4) What lazy people use.
5) The last name of the men's basketball coach.
6) He's one of the Senior Class Senators (Hint: He's the taller of the
two.)
7) The last name of the couple who paid for the U.C..
8) The South Mission bar that employs King.
9) This Maher R.A. was one of U.S.D.'s most memorable Captain O's.
10) This band out of Boulder, Colorado held a concert in the U.C. last
year.
11) Thisannual eventinvolvesadinner cruise around the harbor, well
dressedU.S.D. students, and an occasional bout of "sea-sickness".
12) Located across the street from the Mo'Club, this bar is a kareoke
hot spot.
13) This little book and a PAC number will help you get in touch with
your friends.
14) Where Sr. Lorch lives.
15) If the power went out during 90210, there would probably be mass
hysteria in both Camino and this building

Answers:
Across: 1) DeSales 2) TioLeo's 3) O'Week 4) Loma 5) Ro6) Oscar 7) Art
8) Tijuana 9) Deli 10) The Pit 11) Nicos 12) Vista 13) Mo'Club 14) Bill
15) NROTC 16) Little 17) Woody 18) May, 6 19) S
r Banquet 20)
BeachComber 21) Presidio
Down: 1) Derby Days 2) Aromas 3) Sports Illustrated
ram 5) Egan
6) Kirkman 7) Hahn 8) The Pennant 9) Orlando 10) The Samples 11)
Spring Ball 12) O'Connells 13) Dial 14) Camino 15)
nders
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IS HIRING
4.

ADVERTISING REPRESENTATIVES FOR
THE FALL 1994 SEMESTER
• EARN UNITS
•MAKE MONEY
• MAKE LIFETIME FRIENDS
• MAKE OUTSIDE CONNECTIONS
• EXPERIENCE THE REAL WORLD OF ADVERTISING
COME INTO UC114 (DOWNSTAIRS IN THE UC) FOR AN APPLICATION.

WHEN FINALS ARE OVER

THE CRAMMING BEGINS
BRING IN THIS AD WITH YOUR
STUDENT ID & GET 15% OFF
ANY SHIPPING AND SUPPLIES

BRING

• Computers • Clothes • Books • Stereo • Trunks
WE WILL GLADLY PACKAGE ANY OR
ALL OF YOUR ITEMS
5694 MISSION CENTER RD.
(In The Friars - Mission (Ralph's) Center)
PH (619)298-8213
FAX (619) 298-8215

8-7M-F
9 - 5 SAT

Franchises Independently Owned & Operated.

MAIL BOXES ETC*

© 1993 Mail Boxes Etc.

